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“Luxury Concierge” is a Lifestyle Man-
agement Company offering Bespoke 
Luxury Services to VIPs and high
net worth individuals. The company
was founded by specialists in the
VIP Pampering Business in Greece &
Worldwide, in order to address the
demand for tailor-made travel and
concierge services. Our international
associates, in conjunction with our in
depth knowledge of the industry, en-
able us to deliver the extremely high- 

standard services that you demand
on 24/7 basis, all year round. We are
passionate about providing luxury
services and can satisfy all of your 
demands with excellent and dedi-
cated services, no matter how far- 
fetched or bizarre they might be.  

Through daily interaction with you 
we create connections and rela-
tionships that build customer loyal-
ty. We believe in providing quality 

over quantity in all our services, we 
value the exclusivity and confiden-
tiality of our luxury concierge ser-
vices.We invite you to leave behind 
“the ordinary” and enjoy an “ex-
traordinary” experience with us.
 
Welcome to our world! Select  
“Luxury Concierge” Exclusive Ser-
vices and you can rest assured, that 
all of your desires will come true!

OUR COMPANY
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There are absolutely no limits to the services that we can provide for you. Our Concierge Service is available on a 
24/7 basis to take care of each and every one of your needs no matter how far- fetched or bizarre they might be. 
From organizing exclusive travel packages to making arrangements for the perfect night out and from finding a 
unique and rare designer product to allocating invitations for an exclusive events.

Visit us at one of our 3 offices in Athens Riviera (Located inside Arion Resort & Spa, Astir Palace), London
Knightsbridge or at the help desk of the recently renovated Zonars cafe in Athens, the first cafe restaurant bar with
in- house concierge services, to discuss with a member of our dedicated personnel.

The development of a brand new office in Mykonos in addition to the creation of 3 new help desks at Athens Inter-
national Airport (VIP Gate 12), Mykonos and Santorini Airports are currently under consideration.

CONCIERGE SERVICES

Exclusive Real Estate 
Services 
In conjuction with a vast network of international associ-
ates, our company has the capacity to provide for you a 
large variety of luxury villas and urban penthouses as well 
as luxury serviced apartments available for rent in Greece, 
including Athens Riviera and the islands, and many other 
cosmopolitan destinations across the Mediterranean. 

Thanks to the recent opening of our very first London 
office, our company can also provide for you real estate 
services in one of the most booming property markets in 
Europe.

Tourism Project Development:  

Rely on our dedicated real estate experts to allocate
lucrative properties that may serve as a base for the
development of your tourism development projects.

We are the only concierge company in Greece that has the
capacity to provide for you access to some of the most
sought after prime location properties in Athens Riviera,
Mykonos and many other prominent destinations.

Thanks to our vast network of associates we can now
provide consulting services for the whole duration of your
project development, including handling legal issues
 & bureaucracy as well as arranging appointments with key
persons and government officials that will help to 
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We are the only VIP Services company in Greece
that can guarantee last-minute villa reservations
in popular destinations such as Mykonos and 
Athens Riviera, even during the high season. All
of our luxury villa rentals also include compli -
mentary 24/7 concierge services.

Enjoy a traditional Greek breakfast at the patio 
overlooking the Aegean Sea. Spend the biggest 
part of your day "lounging" by the pool or take 
down the stairway to your very own private 
beach. End the day with a gourmet dinner pre-
pared by your very own private chef.

Life in your own luxury villa is pure bliss. 

Greece is a unique destination that offers 
its luxury travelers the best culture, natural 
beauty, lifestyle and authentic island life.

Luxury Concierge aims to immerse every 
traveler with a unique experience each 
island has to offer. We aim to do so by pre-
serving the authenticity of your stay in our 
exclusive luxury villas.

Our luxury villa rental services have been 
created for the discerning and sophisicated 
traveler who wishes to enjoy its holidays in 
a luxurious and private environment with an 
emphasis on tranquility and relaxation.

All of the properties that are included in our 
portfolio have been meticulously selected 
to match the high quality standards that we 
have set for our clients. 

 

LUXURY VILLAS
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Villa Monoi MYKONOS

Bedrooms: 8, Location: Mykonos

Villa Monoi is an exceptional private property which offers 
stunning view over the Aegean sea and oriented towards 
the famous beach of PARAGA and the island of Paros and 
Antiparos.

This luxury villa also offers 8 bedrooms with en-suite 
showers and en-suite toilets. Play room with PLASMA TV. 
Bedroom access to pool and relaxation pool. Sun beds, 
umbrellas, build in sitting and dining. Facilities with
pergolas. Access to private bay.

Villa Gardenia MYKONOS

Bedrooms: 7, Location: Mykonos

Encircled by the spectacular seascape and the cyan waters
of the sea this lavish private villa with pool is the queen of
all villas in Mykonos.

Built in 2011 this private villa with view to the emerald wa-
ters of the sea exudes an air of unsurpassed romance and
serene tranquility. Messaline fabrics hanging from wooden
ceilings, handcrafted furniture made from local chestnut
trees or natural wood, sea adornments and pal nuances
create an atmosphere of unrivalled charm.

Welcome to Greece's most famous cosmopolitan island,
a whitewashed paradise in the heart of the Cyclades. 
According to mythology, Mykonos was formed from the 
petrified bodies of giants killed by Hercules. And did you 
know that the island took its name from the grandson of 
Apollo, “Mykonos”?

Set out on a journey to discover a fascinating world 
where glamour meets simplicity. Mykonos has long 
been established as one of the most glamorous desti-
nations in the Mediterranean with billionaires & celeb-
rities, supermodels & bon vivants mingling together 
annualy to celebrate the Greek summer.

All of the properties that are included in our extensive
Mykonian portfolio share the characteristics of the 
traditional cycladic architecture that has contributed 
greatly to the establishment of the island as an iconic 
destination.
Mykonian properties have been long known for their 
luxury and extravagance offering a variety of services 
and comforts that can never be found anywhere else in 
Greece.

Early bookings are highly recommended, especially 
during the high- season, however last- minute bookings 
are also available based on special terms.

MYKONOS PROPERTIES
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villa horizon MYKONOS

Bedrooms: 3, Location: Mykonos

Set in an elevated position overlooking the bay of Agios 
Lazaros, this villa enjoys breathtaking views of the Aegean 
and one of the most impressive sunsets on the island. This 
luxurious seven bedroom mansion sits amidst a grand es-
tate with lush manicured gardens and a large terracotta tiled 
terrace that is fully equipped for outdoor living.

Mindfully situated to make the most of the view, the terrace 
features various lounge areas for lazing about with friends 
and family. 

Villa ERIS MYKONOS

Bedrooms: 4, Location: Mykonos

A fantastic, state of the art villa of 194 sq. meters situated 
in the St. John (Agios Yannis) area, in the South West of 
Mykonos. It has its own private pool and a breathtaking 
view of the town of Myconos and port.

Villa Eris is situated in a complex of 4 houses and sits on a 
plot of 1.620 sq. meters. Designed and built by the famous 
Greek architect Tassos Zeppos in 2007, it is both elegant 
and luxurious accommodation. 

Villa Jade Vine MYKONOS

Bedrooms: 7, Location: Mykonos

On the island of Mykonos, this luxurious villa with stun-
ning panoramic views of the Aegean Sea and the cos-
mopolitan town of Mykonos, exudes the style and 
sophistication of the island combining modern min-
imal style with traditional Mykonian architecture. 

Conveniently located (approximately 20-minute walk 
or 5-minute drive from the town), on a 11.000 m2 plot 
of land, the total residence in its 1.000 m2, features 6 
suites (with private bathrooms), 1 double bedroom, 4 
staff rooms, fireplace, wooden floors, stone walls and in-
door windows with underwater view of the pool.  It fea-
tures large living rooms with open dining rooms, two ful-
ly equipped kitchens, gym, hammam and massage room.  
There is also a large detached studio for security staff.

The exterior features one infinity pool (270 m2), large 
terraces with pergolas, a small church and vast parking 
space. The various terraces and outdoor entertainment 
areas which embrace the house preserve the privacy and 
offer breathtaking views of the Mediterranean sunset.

This unique villa comes with 24hr service including secu-
rity, cleaning, pool staff, gardener, and a chef and a driver 
available upon request.
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villa Bergamot antiparos

Bedrooms: 3, Location: Antiparos

Bergamot is an old grape treadle converted into a beauti-
ful 3 bedroom beach house, located only 4 km. from the 
village of Antiparos. A perfect destination for those seeking 
quiet and relaxing vacation.

Intentionally without fencing in respect to the unique 
environment, Bergamot is right on the beach, some steps 
away from the sea, surrounded by sand and sea cedars. A 
beautiful shaded veranda with a dining area and a wooden 
deck with sun beds offer the perfect view of the sea. 

Villa Neroli paros

Bedrooms: 5, Location: Paros

Situated in the south-west part of the island, at the small 
village of Ageria, villa Neroli affords for perfect privacy 
and breathtaking views of the seascape. With the nearest 
beach only a short drive away, the village's market at small 
distance and a wide choice of tavernas nearby, this is the 
perfect getaway for a relaxing family vacation.

The property, ideally set at a remote plot of land with few 
neighbouring houses around, is completely open to the 
landscape. 

VILLA Fangipani SANTORINI

Bedrooms: 3, Location: Santorini

On the northwest tip of Santorini, Villa Fangipani welcomes 
guests in the world of exquisite charm and indulgence.
Located on one of the highest points of Santorini and 
operated by a renowned boutique hotel, it fuses the 
dazzling white elegance of San-torini with boutique 
aesthetic forms and stunning uninterrupted views. 
Engulfed in the dramatic Santorinian scenery amidst the 
velvet blue of the sea and the infinite horizon, it embraces 
guests dreaming of pure luxury accommodation in Santorini.

VILLA Yakinth SANTORINI

Bedrooms: 4, Location: Santorini 

This luxury villa is situated halfway from Chora to Mylo-
potas down to a private road leading to a secluded beach 
you will find the luxury villa behind the gated entrance. It 
is a two storey villa built with stones that combines tradi-
tional architecture with contemporary minimal design.

On the upper floor the white wooden ceiling maintains the 
Cycladic style of the house while the handmade ceram-
ic tales ground you and give you the feeling of the earth. 
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Limestone Estate symi

Bedrooms: 5, Location: Symi

This five-bedroom mansion in the heart of Symi’s pic-
ture-perfect town epitomises relaxed Greek island style.

Soaring spaces are defined by bold use of colour, from 
the matt black kitchen to vivid bedspreads and rugs. High 
ceilings are accentuated by huge windows with panoramic 
views down to the horseshoe harbour or out to sea. The 
walled garden, with whitewashed benches piled with cush-
ions, is the perfect setting for entertaining or daydreaming.

Villa Kionio IKARIA

Bedrooms: 8, Location: Ikaria

Kionio Sea House is located at the Kionio cape and it is 
the best “recipe” for a relaxed, stress-free and discon-
nected vacation! Kionio is a unique experience as the 
house is only surrounded by the sea, the nature and the 
sky offering the perfect tranquility. 

You can only hear the sound of nature – the birds and the 
sea You can enjoy your absolutely privacy in the serene 
landscape of the house and live alternative luxury of the 
authenticity  

Villa Tiara rhodes

Bedrooms: 7, Location: Rhodes 

This newly built 7 bedroom Villa which hosts up to 14 
people, situated literally on the beach, will offer you 
unforgettable moments and fun. The interiors are 
consisted of a spacious living room together with a 
very comfortable dining area, a fully equipped mod-
ern kitchen and en-suite bedrooms.
The property’s elegant luxury together with the 
breathtaking views of the sunset is definitely the new 
favorite destination and is calling you to discover it all 
year round.

Villa Cale patmos

Bedrooms: 8, Location: Patmos

Built on a hillside tumbling down to a crescent shaped 
pebble beach, this luxury villa occupies an enviable and 
rare position on the sophisticated island of Patmos. 
The vast property is experienced on six independent 
volumes, including the main house and five guest 
houses that can accommodate up to 18 guests.
Framed by unobtrusive natural vegetation, low trees 
and shrubbery, the extensive lawns, terraces and bal-
conies have been carefully landscaped to maximize the 
open views of Aegean’s crystal clear waters. 
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villa blue lagoon crete

Bedrooms: 4, Location: Elouda, Crete

Blending design and nature wisely. Modern residential 
complex with villas in various areas and plots. An indic-
ative villa consisted of 3 floors, 4 master bedrooms, 1 
housekeeper room, 2 kitchens, 7 bathrooms, elevator, 
two living rooms, gym and sauna, swimming pool, cen-
tral heating, outdoor BBQ with kitchen, access to private 
beach with floating deck, smart home system, boiler, 
landscape inside the plot with olive trees and cretean 
plants and herbes. All rooms and spaces are fully fur-
nished. 

villa white rose crete

Bedrooms: 6, Location: Crete

Set on a beautiful, verdant estate, surrounded by Medi-
terranean vegetation, oil trees and fruit trees, this villa, a 
traditional oil press, now converted into a deluxe 5 bed-
room retreat.

The interiors have a country-chic design with stone walls, 
wooden floors and ceilings and a rarefied discrete décor 
that creates a warm, homey atmosphere. All bedrooms are 
spacious, comfortable and elegantly decorated. 

Bedrooms: 4, Location: Naxos

The villa is a jewel among the finest vacation proprerties of 
Naxos, ideally situated on a breathtaking hillside overlooking 
the aegean and the island of paros. This exceptional holiday 
villa is perfect example of the spectacular effects resulting 
from the fusion of natural assets, traditional architecture and 
modern inspiration.

The whitewashed walls with areas of natural stone from the 
mountain and the bold geometric forms give their way to 
soft curves and high arches that create an almost abstract, 
stage-set quality typical of the Cycladian and Naxian Architec-
ture.

The outdoor area is big enough, with ample space for every-
one to relax at the shadel lounge and a dinning area ,
And enjoy the gorgeous infinity all grey swimming pool that 
extends towards a panoramic breathtaking view of the Aege-
an.

The interior is a mixture of the traditional aesthetics and 
modern design, utilizing a natural palette of the famous mar-
ble of Naxos and stone. The art object paintings in the decor 
contrubute to the uniqueness of this special home.

To book this villa please visit our website:
www.luxuryconciergre-greece.com.gr

Email: lagogiannisgm@gmail.com
T: +30648582895

VILLA VENTI NAXOS
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VILLA ITHACA

Bedrooms: N/A, Location: Ithaki

From the moment you view the classically proportioned 
Villa you are immediately made aware of the impending 
luxury that is to follow. Graced with calming fountains and 
cooling lawns the villa becomes a magical retreat. 

Standing at the beautifully crafted iron and glass front 
door, you see through the house to neighboring Atoko 
Island floating in the clear Ionian waters.In addition to the 
main residence is an equally glamorous guesthouse. 

ROck VIlla KEPHALONIA

Bedrooms: 5, Location: Kephalonia

Somewhere between sun and sea, a magnificent, luxu-
rious villa sits gazing at the Ionian Sea. The Villa on the 
Rock is located on the beautiful island of Kefalonia, among 
gorgeous beaches, sites of historical, cultural and religious 
interest, as well as places with unique physical beauty such 
as underground caves and the national forest of Ainou.

This exceptional villa with its island charm is situated on 
4,200sq meters of land above the bay of Saint Heli, well 
known for its magnificent beach with crystal clear waters.

Bedrooms: 5, Location: Corfu

This luxury villa offers direct frontage onto a beautiful 
white pebble beach, as well as private boat mooring, on 
the exclusive north east coast of Corfu. The villa has been 
exquisitely designed to marry traditional Corfiot Architec-
ture with the comforts of luxury living. 

The positional advantage of the villa, allowing seafront 
views, is not to be understated; with direct an easy access 
to one of the finest secluded beaches on the island, this 
property is truly a “hidden gem”.

Bedrooms: 3-4, Location: Lefkada

Located on the east coast of the island of Lefkada, in the 
residential area of Korakias, these charming villas is based 
on a biological land which are surrounded by beautiful 
tree covered hills, olive and fruit trees, gardens and wild 
flowers. 

It offers a breathtaking view of the sea and the Princess' Is-
lands (Skorpios, Skorpidi, Sparti, Madouri). There is a path 
full of nature leading to a small beach and a private jetty 
where one can dock their boat within 30 m from the villa. 

Villa Pallazzo corfu

villa Eres lefkada
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Villa XHnitsa PORTO HELI

Bedrooms: 4/5, Location: Porto Heli

Located on the eastern side of Peloponnese, Porto Heli 
is a small seaside town with large port. This port is a 
frequent mooring place for fishing boats and yachts in 
summer, giving to Porto Heli in Greece a cosmopolitan 
atmosphere.
There are a couple of organized beaches in Porto Heli, but
the majority are small secluded coves with relaxing atmo-
sphere. A frequent family destination, this region gets fre-
quented by Athenians who have holiday homes there in
summer. 

blue lagoon villa 
Marathon

Bedrooms: 4, Location: Marathon

Blue Lagoon Villa Marathon is an astonishing high- tech 
4 bedroom & bungalow beach house situtated right in 
front of the long and sandy beach of Schinias. The house 
is fully equipped with wi-fi, spa amenities and an advanced 
internet based control centre that may adjust the lights, 
heating or even lifting the shades.

The area is in close proximity to the port of Rafina, offer-
ing endless opportunities for weekend escapes, and only 
42km away from the city of Athens.  Athens International 
Airport is located only 13km away. 

A few kilometres outside Athens, the urban landscape 
gives way to a unique seaside resort. This gorgeous stretch 
of coastline with its green-blue water, organised beaches 
and rocky coves is teeming with five-star resorts, spas, 
esplanades, marinas, windsurfing and sailing. Combined 
with the ideal climate, the Athens Riviera makes you feel 
as if you’re on an endless summer holiday.

This magnificent residence, located on the outskirts of
Southern Attica, is of exceptional architectural taste and 
offers stunning views of the Saronic Bay. The interior is 
minimal in design, and furnished with top of the line de-
signer furniture. On four levels, with an interior elevator, 
this home is built so that there are sea views from every 
room.

On the main level is the living area with fireplace, a high
ceiling dining room and a fully equipped modern kitchen.
This level leads to the garden with an infinity pool, beau-
tiful outdoor sitting and lounging areas and a covered 
gazebo area with an outdoor kitchen where guests have 
the ability to enjoy outdoor meals while overlooking the 
beaches in the distance and the sunset.

The Private House is located at the legendary "ISLAND 
CLUB RESTAURANT" in Athens Riviera, making it the 
perfect place for the organization of corporate events and 
gala as well as many other private functions. V. 

ATHENS RIVIERA
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Villa Christina
PORTO FINO
Bedrooms: 7, Location: Porto Fino

This property is 1 minute walk from the beach. Just 5 
minutes' walk from Rapallo's seafront and castle, Villa 
Cristina is a family-run property with restaurant. It offers 
classic rooms with wood floors, satellite TV and private 
bathrooms.

Villa Cristina offers a small number of rooms, some of 
which have a terrace overlooking Rapallo Castle. It serves 
a sweet Italian breakfast each morning, guests also have 
discounted rates at Casa Italia restaurant.

Villa Shardana 
PORTO CERVO
Bedrooms: 3, Location: Porto Cervo

An exclusive deluxe luxury property in the heart of the 
Costa Smeralda, in Porto Cervo, on the north-east coast of 
Sardinia and just forty minutes’ drive from the internation-
al airport, is a stunning holiday luxury rental. 

The sparkling 200 sq. m villa, secreted in the gardens of 
the area’s exclusive 5-star deluxe hotel, nestles into its 
lush environment blending into the landscape under the 
camouflage of it unique grass-roof lawn. 

Bedrooms: 5, Location: St. Tropez

A superb residence in a very convenient location within 
the resort, yet extremely private. The Royal Pavilion on the 
Beach is especially designed for guests seeking the utmost 
in exclusivity and luxury.

It features two separate entrances for guests’ convenience. 
The unique sea view master bedroom suite is cleverly 
designed with open plan style to meld living and sleeping 
quarters in a magnificent room featuring a sleeping area 
with a king size bed adorned with designer fabrics, an 
adjacent cosy sitting area furnished with comfortable sofa 
and armchairs. 

The luxurious en suite master bathroom has an atmo-
spheric fireplace, an imposing deep soaking Jacuzzi, 
aromatherapy, colour-therapy bathtub, his & hers stylish 
washbasins, and a separate rain shower cabin. Floor to 
ceiling glass panels lead out to a private outdoor lounge 
and private terraces, with swimming pool and direct ac-
cess to the beach. Second sea view bedroom with en suite 
mosaic bathroom. Third bedroom with walk in wardrobe 
and bathroom en suite. Luxurious lounge and dining area 
with outdoor covered veranda with fireplace. 

Cosy flat TV and games salon with decorative fireplace & 
sea view. Butler’s service, full service kitchen and visitors’ 
WC.

Royal Pavilion ST. TROPEZ
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Bedrooms: 7, Location: Ibiza

This amazing property for rent with wonderful uninter-
rupted views in Cala Conta, San Jose is one of Ibiza's best 
villas. Ibiza Town and its airport is 25 minutes from the 
private villa, San Jose is 15 minutes away and the beach 
only five minutes.

Located in the one of the most sought after location in 
Ibiza and with ultra-modern finishes and stunning designs, 
this villa is a true dream come true. The villa has a con-
structed area of 650sqm and 500sqm of terraces and is 
set in a large plot of land of 12.000sqm that includes 100 
palm trees and various unique sculptures and modern art 
pieces. 

Exquisite design with colourful splashes amidst mostly 
white furnishings and a white floor and walls define the 
living area with an 175sqm professional open-plan kitchen 
and separate dining area that leads straight out to the spa-
cious terrace. The spacious TV room is similarly designed.

Seven individually designed and very spacious double en 
suite bedrooms offer total comfort and privacy. The mas-
ter bedroom has balcony access and enjoys striking sea 
views towards Es Vedra.

The area surrounding the villa is what makes this luxury 
rental property truly amazing. A wonderful chill out area 
surrounds the 10m x 5m swimming pool. 

VILLA TRIPI IBIZA

Bedrooms: 6 Location: Marbella

Marbella is a city and resort area on southern Spain’s Costa del Sol, part of the Andalusia region. The Si-
erra Blanca Mountains are the backdrop to 27 km of sandy Mediterranean beaches, villas, hotels, and 
golf courses. West of Marbella town, the Golden Mile of prestigious nightclubs and coastal estates leads 
to Puerto Banús marina, filled with luxury yachts, and surrounded by upmarket boutiques and bars.

Villa Cupolla at Marbella is an amazing property  located right in front of the beach. The villa is fully equiped 
with the most high- tech and luxurious amenities, including an infinite pool with perfect Mediterannean views. 

 

Villa Cupolla MARBELLA
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There is nothing more stylish, exciting and extravagant
than joining the slopes for a ski or snowboard session at
some of the most glamorous ski destinations in Europe 
and the Americas.

And whilst most individuals go skiing simply to ski, Luxury
Concierge customers usually prefer a bit of glamour with
their winter sport. Forget worn-out lodges or igloos and
make like the stars with Luxury Concierge at the winter
luxury resort of your choice.

Imagine yourself getting in from a hard day's skiing -
wrenching off your tight ski boots, peeling off your jacket
and salopettes that are soaked through from the heavy
snow, donning your swimming outfit and lowering yourself 
into a heated luxurious swimming pool. Bliss. Choose one 
of our luxury chalets with a pool and you could be in that 
very position!

Contact our dedicated concierge desk to learn more about 
our unique Alpine properties in glamour destinations such 
as Courchevel and Gstaad, St. Moritz, Chamonix or even 
Greek winter destinations such as Pelion and Arachova.

From serviced apartments to glamorous chalet, forest 
houses to homely castles, visit our website to view a full 
collection of our winter properties.

To view a full list of our luxury chalet properties, please visit 
our website: www.luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr

WINTER DESTINATIONS VASILIKIA FARM

Location: Pavliani Fthiotis

The delightful wooden Cottages, which would not be out 
of place on an American mountain ranch, and the Coun-
try House, with the look of a farmstead somewhere in 
central Europe or the English countryside, are unique 
in terms of layout, furnishings and fittings. They feature 
artworks, collectibles, curios and design details which 
give them their special appeal and create a welcom-
ing atmosphere that makes guests feel right at home.

Certain aspects of the farm – such as the organic gar-
den, the pond with its dam and wooden bridge, the 
rock garden full of herbs, the tree house, the stone 
fountain and the natural spring fed by water from a 
mountain peak deep in the national park – help cre-
ate a truly idyllic setting that is far from commonplace.

The chapel with its bell tower, which looks like it has been 
lifted from an Alpine slope, the Taverna Lodge, where 
guests can enjoy meals, snacks and drinks or play games 
beside the wood-burning stove, the stable with its tradi-
tional wooden facade reminiscent of Normandy and a 
hayloft full of authentic ethnic memorabilia, the charm-
ing rabbit hutch, the tractor shed, the stone-built pen and 
drinking trough for the sheep and goats, the cheese dairy, 
the poultry house and pond for the ducks, geese, turkeys, 
chickens and guinea fowl which roam freely, all serve to 
confirm Vasilikia’s credentials as a genuine working farm.

Kids will love the outdoor play area with swings, slides and 
a playhouse.   
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Mount Parnassus is the “Mykonos of Winter” and a destina-
tion for both the Greek & international Jet set.

It is the largest, most advanced and Cosmopolitan Ski re-
sort in Greece, situated in a close proximity to Athens, 
nearby Galaxidi and the archaeological site of Delphi.

Our objective is to offer our clients not just any chalet…but 
an imaginative gateway to nature, by creating elegant and 
exclusive homes.

We can design and build the house of your dreams, cus-
tomized to your individual needs and preferences, always 
with the highest quality and detail.

Mount Parnassus is the best place to be, at any time of the 
year.

Over the past five years, our company has managed to estab-
lish a strong presence at the cosmopolitan resort of Arachova, 
in Mount Parnassus, offering luxury concierge services to some 
of the most demanding Greek & international clients.

From luxury chalet bookings, restaurant reservations,  
private ski tutoring or even helicopter tours, contact our ded-
icated concierge desk to start planning your winter trip in 
Arachova, before it's too late. 

LUXURY CHALETs Arachova 
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Gstaad Palace

Gstaad is a picturesque and glamorous resort, surrounded by 220 kilometres of skiable terrain. The village is traditional in 
style with charming alpine chalets, and the surrounding mountain scenery is stunning.

To mingle with Gstaad’s finest clientele, stay at the super-luxurious Gstaad Palace. Built in 1913, the hotel is set high on 
a hill overlooking the town of Gstaad and boasts majestic views of the Swiss Alps. When you’re not locked away behind 
closed, gilded gold doors, you’ll find plenty to do within the hotel; with five different restaurants, live entertainment at two 
bars, dancing at the iconic GreenGo nightclub, and a number of facilities at the Spa & Health club, you’ll never be at odds 
about what to do. 

What’s more, our 24/7 concierge desk will help you arrange activities outside of the hotel, such as golf, heli-skiing and
hot air ballooning. Visit our website to book your luxury trip to Gstaad today: www.luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr

Courchevel

Courchevel 1850 has the reputation for being the world's best ski resort. Immaculate pistes, superbly interlinked skiing on 
the vast 3 Valleys ski area amidst beautiful scenery and treeline skiing are just some of its features. Add to this an as-
tounding range of luxury ski chalets, bars, restaurants, chic boutiques and nightspots and it's no wonder that Courchevel 
is so highly rated.

The Courchevel ski area, with 63 ski-lifts, and 117 downhill skiing runs with an accumulated length of 150 km, guarantees 
you quality snow cover (thanks to its 562 snow cannons) and the skiing of your dreams, from the beginning to the end of 
the season. Whether you're a beginner or an advanced skier, a back-country enthusiast, a family skier, or a rider, Courch-
evel offers the skiing experience you're looking for.

Visit our website to book your luxury trip to Courchevel today: www.luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr
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Embark on a fascinating journey to discover the 50,000 
islands of Greece.

Explore remote beaches and coves from the comfort of a 
luxury yacht or sleep under the stars on board a traditional 
wooden sailing boat or schooner.

Our company works with some of the most respectable 
and renowned yacht owners in the Mediterranean. 

All the vessels that are included in our fleet have been 
meticulously selected based on rigorous safety and high 
quality standards and are available for either daily or long 
term charters in the Mediterranean Basin.

What's more, our company specialises in offering daily 
charters for half-day tours & excursions in destinations 
that are in close proximity to Athens Riviera.

Charter a yacht to impress your friends & clients, your oth-
er half or even to organize a glamorous event that will leave 
even the most demanding guests speachless.  From mak-
ing the booking arrangements to organizing party security 
and from hiring the perfect catering company to managing 
your sailing stuff, our company will take care of everything 
for you so that you don't have to worry about anything.

Bespoke 24/7 concierge services are included with each 
charter. 

Life is better at the sea. Start planning your trip today.

LUXURY YACHTS
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SSH Maritime offers a wide-ranging selection of charter yachts from 25 meters to 130 meters plus in length, accommo-
dating guests from honeymoon parties of two to large gatherings up to 270 guests. The yachts we represent offer charter 
guests unsurpassed luxury and comfort accentuated by discreet and professional service from top-notch crew as well as 
a five-star dining experience each and every meal. We have access to all the best charter yachts worldwide, and maintain 
central listings  in the Mediterranean, the Caribbean, the Red Sea and beyond. SSH Maritime handles the finest megay-
achts in the world that are available for private and corporate charters.

 

CHARTERING SERVICES

SSH Maritime is a leading Yacht Management, Charter, 
Sales Brokerage and Yacht Refit company. Based in 
Athens, SSH Maritime — one of three entities of the SSH 
Group — covers a full spectrum of services to the luxury 
yachting market.

The principals of SSH Maritime are profoundly expe-
rienced in luxury yacht management as well as sales, 
chartering and refit. Τhe company has been responsible 
for over 25 refit projects on yachts from 30 to 82 me-
ters, including interior and exterior design and as well as 
structural work. SSH Maritime maintains its own dedicated 
shipyard 
facilities in Athens. The company’s fundamental credo is 
to offer good value, high-quality performance, efficient 
operations and a policy of complete transparency to its 
clients. 

The SSH Maritime Team is specialized in every aspect of 
Ownership Transfer: Yacht Appraisal; Price Negotiation, 
Contract Negotiation, Financial Transaction, Interim 
Insurance, Legal Jurisdiction and Registration, Seller’s 
Warranty Enforcement and Buyer’s Guarantees.

Driven by a legendary sense of professionalism, 
discretion, reliability and an impeccable safety record, SSH 
Maritime is a one-stop, comprehensive service offering 
the full spectrum of yachting services to clients and to the 
yachting industry.

SSH MARITIME
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LIFELINE AVIATION

Our sister company, Lifeline Aviation is the leading private 
airline company in Greece, aiming to satisfy every profes-
sional or personal requirement for exclusive VIP charter 
flights in Greece & worldwide. 

For more than a decade, Lifeline Aviation has been offer-
ing high quality personalized chartering services, making 
the experience of your private flight as simple and enjoy-
able as possible. 

The ultra-modern fleet of Life Line Aviation, which guar-
antees a safe and convenient transportation, is available 
24 hours a day, 365 days a year, to fly to any destination 
directly without connecting flights within Greece, Europe, 
Middle East, Russia and Africa.

The company caters for business travelers, sport teams, 
large groups or even VIP Transportation of politicians, 
multimillionaires and even the occasional Hollywood 
Celebrities. 

Contact our dedicated concierge desk to learn more about 
itineraries as well as exclusive special offers & empty-leg 
opportunities. 

To view a full list of our available fleet, please visit our web-
site: www.luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr
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The Agusta 109C is a twin-engine helicopter equipped with 
airconditioning, luxurious interior and retractable langing 
gear. 

With its streamlined desing and powerful engines, it will 
take you to your destination in the fastest possible way.

Book now via Luxury Concierge: www.luxurycon-
cierge-greeece.com.gr

 

AGUSTA 109C

Take a 360' glimpse of the metropolitan centre of
Athens by hiring a luxury helicopter via our trusted part-
ners, Superior Air. 

Get on top of the most fascinating monuments and land-
marks that the Greek capital has to offer, or visit other 
unique destinations across Greece such as the town of 
Delphi or the Monasteries of Meteora. 

Service is available all year-round. Contact our dedicated 
concierge desk to learn more.

ATHENS 360' BY SUPERIOR AIR Bell 407 SX-HSI

The Bell 407 is a four-blade, single-engine turbine civil 
utility helicopter. The blades and hub use composite 
construction, and provide better performance and a more 
comfortable ride.  It is frequently used for corporate and 
offshore transport, air ambulance, law enforcement, elec-
tronic news gathering and movie making.

The interior and seating configuration is designed in a 
way to provide luxurious, very quiet and smooth rides 
in virtually all weather conditions.

EC 120 COLIBRI

The EC120 Colibri has its origins in the P120, a propos-
al by French helicopter manufacturer Aérospatiale that 
was intended to replace both their Aérospatiale Gazelle 
and Aérospatiale SA 315B Lama single engine helicopters.

 During the 1980s, Aérospatiale sought international part-
ners with which to co-produce the P120, these included 
aerospace companies in China, Singapore, and Australia.
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Having an exclusive international clientele, our compa-
ny handles private high net worth individuals and will 
arrange all of your needs during your stay in Greece, or 
whilst preparing your travel plans abroad.

Utilise our luxury travel services to book the perfect va-
cation or holiday getaway at any luxury resort through-
out the Mediterannean.

All of the luxury hotels that we work with have been
handpicked by our team of traveling experts. At "Luxury 
Concierge" we never recommend hotels that have not 
actually been tested by our dedicated lifestyle afisciona-
dos.

Allow us to provide your personal luxury travel con-
cierge services and make your travel experience a 
memorable one.

We can assist you arranging luxury cruises, ground 
transportation, restaurant reservations, private tours, 
local sightseeing, excursion trips, shopping experiences 
and many more memorable experiences.

Our company maintains close relations with a vast
variety of international luxury hotels & service providers 
allowing our team to plan tailor-made excursions to any 
possible destination throughout the globe.
For a full list of the hotels & service providers that we 
work with, please visit our website. 

LUXURY HOTELS & RESORTS
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CAPE SOUNION

This exclusive resort is where the wonders of ancient
Greece embrace the glorious sea, drawing towards a 
cosmopolitan coastline dotted with lavish villas. Not just 
a resort, an experience, blissfully peaceful and totally pri-
vate. Glimpse eternity through the columns of the ancient 
Temple of Poseidon as the sun sinks into the Aegean Sea, 
savour the Chef's fusion of international and Greek cuisine 
and nourish your body and soul with an Ayuverda treat-
ment especially administered by Indian therapists at the 
unique Elixir Spa Retreat. 
Visit the Cape Sounion website to learn more: 
www.capesounio.com 

VOULIAGMENI SUITES

This boutique hotel with its thirty five premium deluxe
guestrooms and suites, each individually furnished, com-
bines the tranquility and casual ambience of a resort with 
the lavish amenities of a boutique city hotel.

The Hotel is located in the south-western suburbs of Ath-
ens and just a 25-minute drive away from the city centre 
with great sea and sunset views.

Visit the Vouliagmeni Suites website to learn more:
www.vouliagmenisuites.com

Dedicated to mastering the craft of welcoming luxury in
the hospitality fields, Grecotel is the leading luxury hotel
chain in Greece, delivering sophisticated lifestyle expe-
riences for travelers in the country's most sought-after 
destinations.

Each of the 30 Grecotel Hotels & Resorts is characterized
by a unique architectural concept, a paradise of opulent
amenities and gourmet restaurants embodying the genu-
ine Greek hospitality.

From the Athenian Riviera to the Peloponnese and from
the northern island of Corfu to Crete and beyond, the Gre-
cotel Hotels & Resorts have it all.

An amazing collection of waterfront palazzos, beachfront
villas, unique suites and exclusive residences is all one
needs for an unforgettable Greek summer holiday.

Yacting, car rental and pricing varies with room type and
seasons.

For more informatiion please visit the Grecotel website:
www.grecotel.com

Thanks to our special partnership with Grecotels, our 
company has the capacity to allocate for you special pric-
es & complimentary room upgrades, all year round.

Visit our website to learn more about how we can help: 
www.luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr

GRECOTEL EXCLUSIVE RESORTS
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CAPE BORDUM

On the charming Turkish Riviera, Bodrum Peninsula is 
the destination of Cape Bodrum, the amazing beach lux-
ury resort.  Set along the Gokova gulf embraces the Ae-
gean Sea with its gently-curved 12.000sq.m. waterfront 
with an infinite horizon framed by views of the Greek 
coast and surrounding islands. Selected suites with pri-
vate pools and gardens, seemingly bob over the water, 
each one a private heaven.  Dive into a pool that blends 
into the horizon and relax poolside at your choice of 
restaurants and bars.  Immerse yourself in the myster-
ies of the east at the spa's impressive marble hamam.

www.capebodrum.com.tr

MANDOLA ROSA

Take a step back into the past as you enter the Mandola
Rosa Exclusive Resort. Greek and Roman gods and god-
desses greet you and the towering marble columns beck
on you to the seafront terraces. Mandola Rosa, meaning
'pink almond tree', with its premium location on the west
coast of the Peloponnese on a 10km stretch of thick sandy
beach, the quiet infinity pool, the exclusive suites and wa-
terfront villas with private pools, the gourmet restaurant,
the 4.500 sqm Elixir Thalassotherapy Centre -leading spa
awarded and a personalized & Gold seal VIP services is the
ultimate in graceful living designed for supreme comfort.

Visit the Mandola Rosa website to learn more: 
www.mandolarosa.com

AMIRANDES

Fragrant gardens lapped bya zure waters and palm-
fringed lagoons swirling past natural stone terraces are 
the hallmarks of this relaxing yet sophisticated beach-
front resort that offers the highest standards of Mediter-
ranean luxury and refinement.

The architecture's sleek lines sets off the celebrated 
beauty of the southern Mediterranean landscape of 
silver-flecked olive trees, tropical palms and flowering 
shrubs against brilliant blue skies and sparkling teal 
waters. 

Visit the Amirandes website to learn more: 
www.amirandes.com

CORFU IMPERIAL

This quiet exclusive hotel resort, with the combination of 
excellent service and secluded location, takes the art of 
luxury holidays to new heights.  A luxurious waterfront 
hotel, set amongst cypress and olive trees, Italianate 
gardens and private coves on its own private peninsula, 
promises an unforgettable holiday experience. 
This regal hotel has one of the most extensive selections 
of types of accommodation, from main building rooms, 
bungalows and suites to Royal Pavillions -all with sea 
views!

Visit the Corfu Imperial website to learn more:  
www.corfuimperial.com
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Mykonos Blu luxury hotel remastered! New lounges, 
restaurants & bars, exclusive new suites with waterfront 
verandas & private pools. An adventure of the imagina-
tion, the New infinity pool is created by nature using soft 
warm breeze, sparkling sea and dazzling light. 

Mykonos Blu is a dreamy place, ethereal and unreal, when 
you are there but intensely real as it lures you to return. 

At Grecotel Mykonos Blu luxury hotel, every detail has 
been carefully considered, from a warm welcome to a pri-
vate dinner on the beach. Refined and considerate service 
mirrors the resort’s meticulousness and utmost respect 
for privacy.

With waterfront verandas & private pools, offering the ulti-
mate in luxury with Cycladic dramatic décor, sensual views 
& island chic right above Greece's most famous beach.

Delicious Aegean treasures, European delights, impeccable 
service and sumptuous décor are the keys to the success 
of perfect Mykonos dining with stunning views.

For more informations about Mykonos Blu as well as to 
make pre-season or last-minute bookings with unique 
discounts, please visit our website: http://luxurycon-
cierge-greece.com.gr/

MYKONOS BLU
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SOMEWHERE VOULIAGMENI

SOMEWHERE Boutique Hotel, located in Vouliag-
meni Athens, on the heavenly beach side of the 
shore. The Boutique is designed as modern, au-
thentic and laid back to serve our distinctive guests.

SOMEWHERE Boutique Hotel also provide guests with a 
gym, a business center and conference room facilities. The 
very well design outdoor pool is giving the view of the full 
shore, while indulging with cocktails and refreshments.

THE MARGI

A boutique hotel and SLH member in the most exclu-
sive area of the Athenian Riviera, Vouliagmeni, The Mar-
gi hotel is a heaven away from home. In an ideal loca-
tion just a few steps from the Riviera’s most elegant 
sandy beaches and close enough to Athens Historical sites.

With its superb cuisine and organic food from its farm, 
friendly and attentive staff and exquisite design, this 
hotel offers a truly memorable experience and com-
fortable ambiance for all travelers all year round.

Astir Palace resort is located in the heart of the elite area 
of the Athenian Riviera, Vouliagmeni. This privileged 
location offers guests the pleasure of spending precious 
days and nights by the sea, with the possibility of visiting 
Athens' historical sites, museums and other attractions.
Experience city & seaside in cosmopolitan Athenian 
Riviera with Astir Palace. Sprawling across 75 acres of 
sundrenched gardens on a pine-dotted private peninsula, 
Astir Palace includes two hotels Arion, a Luxury Collection 
Resort & Spa and The Westin Athens. Explore the endless 
recreational facilities and gourmet dining possibilities.

Astir Palace Resort including Arion, A Luxury Collection 
Resort & Spa and The Westin Athens is the ideal venue for 
every kind of business and social event. The hotels offers 
an exceptional selection of meeting and event spaces to 
meet the demands of today's modern business travelers 
and corporate clientele.

Whether you plan to organize a business meeting away
from the office or an international conference, Astir Palace 
promises to make your event a total success.
 
Astir Palace is also the base of our office in Athens Riviera. 
Contact our dedicated concierge desk to visit our office or 
to enquire about last-minute bookings, private hirings and 
membership Information. 

ASTIR PALACE
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Hilton Athens is more than a hotel - it's a legacy. 
A favorite among locals and guests alike, this landmark 
hotel is a destination itself as the hub for Athens’ business, 
cultural and social life. 

Explore the unique architectural and artistic style and re-
lax at the spa. View the Acropolis and city skyline from the 
private balcony of your guest room. 

Hotel's prime location in the heart of Athens is the perfect 
home base for discovering the city's world-famous attrac-
tions. 

Rooms are designed with comfort and convenience in 
mind; providing a place to unwind or to catch up on 
work. Explore the various types of rooms, explore the 
amenities, and choose the space that's right for you.

Start the day with a hearty breakfast or nutritious 
light bite; savor innovative dishes prepared with only 
the freshest ingredients, or simply relax with a cup of 
coffee in the hotel lounge. From business brunches to 
pre-dinner drinks and everything in between, the op-
tions at Hilton are catered especially for you.

For more informations about Hilton Athens as well as to 
make pre-season or last-minute bookings with unique 
discounts, please visit our website: http://luxurycon-
cierge-greece.com.gr/

HILTON HOTEL

Discover a historic landmark in the heart of Athens. Located in the center of Athens and featuring 320 elegant rooms & 
suites, 3 Restaurants, 4 Bars and the renowned GB Spa, the Hotel Grande Bretagne offers the utmost accommodation 
experience as well as an unrivalled perspective of Athens' mythical history.

Amenities include 3 restaurants, including a rooftop restaurant/bar, 4 bars and a sophisticated cigar lounge. There's also 
a fitness studio, indoor and outdoor pools, and a refined spa.

For more informations about Grande Bretagne as well as to make pre-season or last-minute bookings with unique dis-
counts, please visit our website: http://luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr/

 

GRANDE BRETAGNE
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The epitome of modern elegance. A haven for urban 
adventurers. A modish entry to the city’s most eclectic 
neighborhood. Or simply, your home in Athens. 

COCO-MAT Hotel Athens is an understated luxury, design 
hotel that sits in the heart of Kolonaki, perhaps the city’s 
most exclusive district, and offers relaxing sleep, delicious 
homemade breakfast and selected services for its es-
teemed guests consequat. 

.

COCOMAT ATHENS
Boasting a fantastic location on the prominent Syntag-
ma Square, the extravagant 5-star NJV Athens Plaza Ho-
tel is ideally situated in the city centre adjacent to the 
Greek Parliament building and the Syntagma metro stop.

Enjoy spectacular views of Acropolis from this boutique 
hotel or walk to nearby attractions and tourist destina-
tions such as the picturesque Plaka neighbourhood, the 
bustling flea markets of Monastiraki as well as the capital’s 
financial, shopping and night-life entertainment districts.

njv athens plaza

Coco-Mat Eco Residences Serifos is a bioclimatic complex of 
13 renovated miners’ houses located on Vagia Beach, in the 
island of Serifos. This property features a garden, restau-
rant and a lounge bar. Free WiFi is available in the lounge.

The eco-friendly apartments are equipped with CO-
CO-MAT furniture, pillows and linen products that are 
made exclusively with natural, non-metallic materials. 
Decorated in pale tones, they offer a seating area with 
flat-screen TV and balcony overlooking the Aegean Sea..

COCOMAT SIFNOS ELECTRA palace HOTELS

Since the first Electra hotel opened back in 1965, Electra 
Hotels and Resorts’ history has been one of warm, luxuri-
ous hospitality services. 

Operating under the philosophy of traditional Greek 
hospitality, the hotel group aims at creating a comfortable 
environment full of luxurious details, from which their 
honored guests can explore Greece’s main cities (Athens 
& Thessaloniki) or the island of Rhodes, one of the coun-
try’s most celebrated islands. 
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Santa Marina is an uber-luxe retreat for explorers and 
collectors of the world’s island idyll experiences. 

Set overlooking the exquisite and iconic Ornos Bay, Santa 
Marina crucially commands the only private beach on 
Mykonos, making its transparent turquoise waters and 
white silk sands a genuine sanctuary from the public eye.

Rooms and suites all have beautifully refurbished design-
er interiors and panoramic sea views from their individual 
balconies. 

The private villas of the complex were built to take 
maximum advantage of the spectacular sea views, while 
affording the utmost privacy to guests. 

Throughout the property, traditional, sugar-cube Myko-
nian architecture is woven through sparkling private 
pools, terraces and lush gardens.   

The 2 Restaurants of the Hotel, including the newly 
opened Buddha Bar Beach, offer exhilarating culinary & 
entertainment experiences by the sea. 

The hotel is also well-known as a perfect destination for 
Weddings. Imagine declaring eternal love where endless 
sky, silky sand and turquoise water meet.

Visit our website to learn more about our special quotes  
& unique privileges at Santa Marina Mykonos.

SANTA MARINA, 
a luxury collection Resort
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Santa Marina Arachova, a contemporary boutique hotel, 
in the midst of awesome scenery, is a welcome retreat 
for mountain lovers, whether you wish to experience the 
pleasures of ski and snow or the charming delights of 
summer in Arachova.

The hotel is comprised of 41 Hotel Rooms (16 Classic & 25 
Deluxe) and 2 superior Suites to offer the optimum in pri-
vacy and relaxation in a luxurious and cozy environment. 

Featuring stunning views of the mountains, Santa Marina 
Arachova Hotel offers elegant mountain lodge accom-
modation, along with a fitness center and complimentary 
breakfast. The Lobby Lounge of Santa Marina Arachova 
has been designed to ensure unique experiences of 
tranquility. Guests can enjoy drinks & snacks at the lobby 
bar after walks or apres-ski in snowy Arachova, in the cozy 
lounge with a welcoming open fire all day long. 

ll rooms and suites of Santa Marina Arachova Hotel have 
private, spacious balconies with panoramic views of the 
mountains and surrounding area.

All hotel accommodations are equipped with: Luxurious 
furnishings, Marble Bathrooms, Free Wi-Fi access, TV, 
Central Heating, Air-Condition and Direct dial phone, Mini 
Bar, Electronic mini safe, Hairdryer

The archeological sites of Delphi and enchanting seaside 
and mountain villages are only a short distance away from 
the hotel.

SANTA MARINA arachova

Santa Marina Arachova, Resort & Spa welcomes you to an innovative mountain retreat in an environment filled with 
elegance, exclusive services and uncompromising views. 

Experience a superb winter escape on the mountains of Central Greece and feel pampered and spoilt right from 
the first moment. Arachova, the popular cosmopolitan destination, is renowned for its elegant, yet traditional atmo-
sphere, offering the perfect setting for your winter holidays.

The 20, designer luxury suites and 1 private villa of Santa Marina Arachova Resort, along with a magnificent Spa Cen-
ter and our restaurant & bars, will definitely make you feel spoiled.

Visit our website to book now: www.luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr

Santa Marina Arachova Resort & Spa
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AMMOS MYKONOS

The 5 star Mykonos Ammos Hotel, and proud mem-
ber of the Small Luxury Hotels of the World, welcomes 
you to the gorgeous beach of Ornos, right on the white 
sand, to offer you the ultimate summer experience.

Discreet luxury, elegance and minimal aesthetic, in perfect 
harmony with the Cycladic landscape, make Mykonos Am-
mos Hotel the ideal destination for those who wish to have 
an unforgettable holiday in Greece’s most glamorous island. 

BLANC MYKONOS

Mykonos Blanc is the perfect “blanc canvas” for you to 
create the best holiday memories!
Mykonos Blanc 5 star hotel welcomes you to the glamor-
ous beach of Ornos. This elegant, design-focused hotel is 
the “sister property” to Mykonos Ammos, a luxury bou-
tique retreat on the sands of the same beach.

Mykonos Blanc continues the family line beautifully with a 
refreshing concept of all-white rooms that combine 
elegance, brightness, and comfort, all in traditional Cyclad-
ic architecture and minimalistic luxury. 

BELVEDERE MYKONOS

Member of the Small Luxury Hotels, the Belvedere 5 star 
hotel property is located in the heart of Mykonos Town. 
Looking down towards Chora’s irresistibly pretty plateau 
of whitewashed Cyclades houses, the Belvedere Mykonos 
luxury accommodation stands for all that is beautiful in 
the Cyclades Islands and Greece.

Standing on the Belvedere terraces, a mesmerizing view 
of the wondrous Aegean Sea bathed in pure light, induces 
the beholder into an existence that feels almost ethereal.

CAVO TAGOO MYKONOS

Resting into a wondrous cliffside in Mykonos town, the 
legendary CAVOTAGOO draws world travellers into a 
seductive realm of sensuous pleasures. A realm of unpre-
tentious class, style and glamour, seamlessly blending the 
elements of Cycladic tradition with the magnificence of 
contemporary architecture, the jet-setting vibes of Myko-
nos and the notion of chic barefoot luxury. 

CAVOTAGOO has succeeded in being a world- favoured 
cosmopolitan 5 Star hotel and a dream destination for 
seekers of unique experiences. 
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KIVOTOS MYKONOS

Set on a rocky hillside overlooking the Aegean Sea, this 
luxe hotel with a private beach is 4 km from the iconic 
Mykonos windmills and 17 km from the Archaeological 
Museum of Delos. 

The airy rooms come with free Wi-Fi, flat-screen TVs and 
balconies. Upgraded rooms feature whirlpool tubs and 
sea views. Suites add sitting areas, and some have private 
pools. Room service is available.

ANAX MYKONOS

In a privileged location in the center of Agios Ioannis, a 
brand new luxury resort captures the magnificent es-
sence of island living, with its elegance, simple decor, airy 
interiors and expansive terrace open onto spectacular 
views. Anax Resort is a splendid property, in an idyllic set-
ting which offers superb quality and comfort throughout.

Sumptuous in its white interiors and rounded archways 
with the occasional dash of color and contemporary fur-
nishing; it is intimate, private and secure, architectural-
ly designed for aesthetic living, entertaining and relaxing.

MYKONIAN UTOPIA RESORT

From its décor inspired by the surrounds overlooking Elia 
beach, to the sheer beauty of fiery sunsets over the vast 
Aegean merging seamlessly with the star-studded infin-
ity pool, Utopia delights with its artful fusion of nature 
and design. Designed for true connoisseurs, our Relais 
& Chateaux has become a firm favorite with couple and 
honeymooners who seek a romantic getaway in a perfect 
setting, attended to with a service that is at once private 
and personal, discreet and attentive. 
The luxurious suites and villas that offer every comfort are 
complemented by a variety of dining options and relaxing 
thalasso spa treatments.

MYKONIAN AVATON RESORT

The Avaton seems to grow out of the bare rock above Elia 
Beach, formed in equal part by the workings of nature 
and the art of man. In this magnificent landscape steeped 
in ancient myths, modern legends come alive under the 
Aegean sun and in the enchantment of its starry nights. 

With its breathtaking views from every room and the spec-
tacular public areas, Avaton is much more than a unique 
location with exceptional design features: it’s where im-
pressions become deep emotions, where luxury, style and 
absolute privacy are taken to a new dimension.
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Ambassador Santorini Hotel, an enclave of luxury and ro-
mance in Akrotiri, one of Santorini's least exploited areas, 
is located just a few minutes from the famous ancient 
settlement that attracts thousands of visitors every year. 
The stunning location of the villas is just the prelude to 
what can be summarized as the ultimate Santorini escape: 
a cool haven of barefoot luxury and pleasure that consists 
of breathtaking vistas, exciting architecture, sophisticated 
interiors and impeccable service.

Each of this Santorini hotel's 40 vaulted rooms, suites and 
villas boasts ample spaces, a private pool and will enthrall 
guests with front row seats to the island's world famous 
sunsets, as well as great panoramic views of the caldera, 
with villages comprised of traditional white cube houses 
scattered along the cliff's edge. 

Guests may unwind and enjoy invigorating therapies at 
this Santorini hotel's sensational spa, explore the gas-
tronomic wealth of the island's local cuisine at the resort 
restaurant or spend unique moments of total bliss marvel-
ing at the sunset and sipping on refreshing cocktails at the 
elegant pool bar. 

The Ambassador hotel experience is enhanced through 
exclusive signature details that transcend the expectations 
of even the most discerning guests, such as the private 
helipad or the electric cars available for guests who wish 
to move around the villas and the property effortlessly.

AMBASSADOR

Set on a cliff overlooking the Santorini caldera, this 
luxe hotel is 10 km from the Museum of Prehistor-
ic Thera, 16 km from Santorini Airport and 22 km 
from the Minoan Bronze Age settlement of Akrotiri.

Featuring private balconies or terraces with pan-
oramic sea views, the stone-crafted, cave-style 
suites and villas also offer free Wi-Fi, flat-screen 
TVs, DVD players and minibars. Some add Ja-
cuzzis; villas come with fitness rooms and open-
air dining areas. Room service is available.

MUSTIQUE SANTORINI

Carved into a cliffside overlooking the Aegean Sea, this 
luxury, all-suite hotel is 10 km from the Santorini cable 
car and 11 km from the Museum of Prehistoric Thera. 

Featuring minimalist decor, the airy suites come with 
free Wi-Fi, iPod docks, and flat-screens with DVD players. 
All have minibars, balconies, and tea and coffeemaking 
facilities. Upgrades have living/dining areas; some in-
clude private plunge pools. Room service is available.

Canaves Oia 
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Overlooking the Aegean Sea, this luxury hotel is 11 km 
from both Mouseío Proïstorikís Thíras and the volcanic 
Santorini eruption. 

Featuring caldera-view balconies, the bright white minimal-
ist rooms have free Wi-Fi, flat-screen TVs and iPod docks, 
along with minibars and Nespresso machines. Suites come 
with separate living areas. Some are bi-level. Upgraded suites 
offer whirlpool tubs; some provide balcony hot tubs and 
private pools. Butler and 24-hour room service is available.

.

KATIKIES HOTEL SANTORINI

CAVO TAGOO SANTORINI

Spreading the enchantment all the way to the bedaz-
zling island of Santorini, the owners of Cavo Tagoo 
Mykonos selected an authentic Cycladic property which 
they transformed to an exceptional Santorini luxury 
accommodation evoking the same cosmopolitan es-
sence and feeling as the original Cavo Tagoo in Mykonos 

Natural elements and luxurious accents blend to the 
iconic seascape creating a world of pure luxury, intimacy 
and sublime romance. Welcome to the mystical world of 
CAVOTAGOO Santorini where dreams come alive.

ELIES RESORT SIFNOS

Elies Resorts – named after the Greek word for olive tree 
- was created in Sifnos with the aspiration of becoming a 
point of reference both on a national and international level. 

Therefore, a unique luxurious hotel complex was designed 
according to top-notch specifications and at the same time 
with indisputable respect towards the traditional architec-
ture and with the minimum possible intervention in the 
natural landscape, serving this way the island’s character.

Vedema

With views of the volcanic caldera and the Aegean Sea, this 
sophisticated resort is 6 km from the boutiques and restau-
rants of Fira and 10 km from the ruins of Ancient Thera. 

The airy, modern suites and villas offer free Wi-Fi, satel-
lite TV and minibars, as well as whirlpool tubs and private 
balconies (some with sea views). Upgraded suites and vil-
las add private outdoor pools and hot tubs, and some 
have separate living rooms. Room service is available.
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Princess Resort, Skiathos

Two Bedroom Suite with private pool

Princess Resort, Skiathos

Two Bedroom Suite with private pool

Princess Resort, Skiathos:

Set in extensive gardens between the pine-covered hills and the sea, stylish and chic Skiathos Princess appeals to both 
couples and families with its array of facilities and the beautiful, sandy, blue flag beach just footsteps away. Modern and 
tastefully furnished in a classically elegant style, guest rooms and suites feature balcony or terrace, and spacious ground 
floor family rooms with garden views are available.

There is an array of restaurants, ranging from buffets with show cooking to taverna style dining right on the beach, and 
superb fresh fish and seafood, tasty Greek and Italian as well as healthy snacks.

At the heart of the hotel is the wonderful outdoor pool area with a sun deck and cushioned sunloungers, younger guests 
have their own pool and mini club, and there’s a gym, a weekly programme of fitness activities including hikes, paddle 
boarding and aqua yoga, plus a selection of watersports for hire on the beach. The Harmony Spa provides a tranquil zone 
for a range of massage treatments and also features a steam room and sauna.

Aegean Suites:

Nestling on a hillside close to Megali Ammos beach, Aegean Suites Hotel is an all suite property exclusively for adults 
offering delectable dining and a tranquil ambiance. Contemporary styled suites comprise a bedroom and separate living 
room and a balcony or terrace with garden or sea views.

A buffet breakfast is served in the Pavillion restaurant and light lunches can be enjoyed by the poolside. There is a stylish 
Champagne bar for predinner drinks and in the evening, romantic candlelit dining with views of the sea is available at the 
Pelagos gourmet restaurant where beautifully presented cuisine is complemented by a fine selection of wines.

The enticing outdoor pool, surrounded by sunloungers, comes complete with Jacuzzi and a poolside bar, there is a fully 
equipped fitness room available and a reserved area for guests on the sand and shingle beach just across the road, with 
Skiathos Town a 15 minute walk along the coast.

SKIATHOS PRINCESS
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TORRI E MERLI PAXOI

Amongst olive groves leading to the fishing village of Lakka, 
Torri e Merli features a pool and a Mediterranean restau-
rant. Housed in an 18th-century Venetian building, it offers 
individually decorated suites overlooking the garden and 
the Ionian Sea.

Combining glass, stone and wood, all elegant Torri e Merli 
suites feature a spacious sitting area with sofa, writing 
desk and armchair. Free Wi-Fi, an LCD satellite TV and a 
mini bar are included. The modern bathroom comes with 
bathrobes, slippers and Molton Brown toiletries.

Porto-Galini Seaside Resort & Spa is a beautiful four star 
hotel located along the east coast of Lefkada island, 12 km 
from Lefkada town and 4 km from the popular village of 
Nydri, designed to offer maximum comfort, superb ser-
vices and leisure opportunities to our guests.

The resort spreads over an area of 40 hectares of land-
scaped grounds, along a beautiful secluded beach where 
our guests can enjoy the emerald green waters of the 
Ionian Sea and discover this marvelous island where blue 
and green shades are preeminent! 

Separate island type buildings to a total of 135 rooms and 
suites interlinked with walkways filled with flowers and 
plants leading down to the beach create an environment 
for a special vacation experience, create the special char-
acter of Porto-Galini itself!

Lefkada is the “continental” island of the Ionian Sea as it 
literally touches mainland Greece. A rare fusion of natural 
beauty awaits the traveler who will discover unique scen-
ery. Idyllic and rugged landscapes combine harmoniously: 
wide, golden beaches ranging among the most beautiful 
of the Mediterranean Sea, picturesque little bays, shades 
of emerald and blue, a colorful cluster of little islands, 
imposing mountains and monasteries, traditional villages 
and popular resorts. Lefkada has emerged as a favorite 
anchorage for yachts.

Visit our website to book now: www.luxurycon-
cierge-greece.com.gr

PORTO GALINI LEFKADA ADRINA SKOPELOS

Adrina Beach Hotel is located on Panormos beach in Sko-
pelos. It offers a private beach and an outdoor salt-water 
swimming pool with sun beds and umbrellas. Free Wi-Fi 
internet access is available throughout.

Featuring a terrace or balcony with garden or sea views, 
the rooms offer a flat-screen satellite TV, air conditioning 
and mini fridge. Bathrooms are stocked with toiletries, 
bathrobes, slippers and a hairdryer.
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Domes of Elounda hotel in Crete is a high-flying retreat 
with secluded suites, a glittering spa and shrubbery-stud-
ded grounds. There’s also a choice of five restaurants, 
smooth-edged architecture and the hotel’s own patch of 
beach. 

The simple lines are given an exotic touch from the Moor-
ish additions – fretwork screens, silver basins and mirrored 
furniture.

Spa, fitness room, library, free WiFi and tennis courts. In 
rooms: flatscreen TV, CD/DVD player, Xbox (on request), 
minibar, free bottled water, Coco-Mat mattresses, bath-
robes, slippers and Korres bath products. 

Guests staying in the Ultraluxe Villas and Luxury Residenc-
es get a raft of special Haute Living extras, including a villa 
host, private check-in, a mobile with a direct line to the 
manager and room service, an open bar on arrival, daily 
aperitivo and sun loungers reserved on the best part of the 
beach.

The 5 restaurants offer casual beachside settings or 
elegant dining rooms with panoramic sea views. Guests 
can taste progressive Greek cuisine, seafood and Cretan 
dishes. An Asian restaurant is also possible.

An array of Haute-Living services is available, including a 
dedicated villa manager, concierge service, sun loungers 
at the VIP beach area and upgraded bathroom amenities. 

Domes Of Elounda

Located in a dreamy seaside setting, Domes Noruz Chania, 
Autograph Collection is a contemporary lifestyle resort that 
combines modern Greek design with a wide range of expe-
riences and a cosmopolitan view of the world. 

From delicious cocktails made from local ingredients to 
moonlit live jazz events at the beach and helicopter rides 
at the breathtaking Samaria Gorge, guests are invited to 
a highly curated world where unique experiences are the 
forefront.

Offering private access to a sandy beach in Agioi Apostoloi, 
Domes Noruz Chania boasts a state-of-the-art spa centre 
and 2 pools overlooking the azure waters and the sur-
rounding islands. Fine champagne and fresh seafood can 
be enjoyed at the poolside bar.

By embracing the past and the present of the city Noruz 
offers a fresh, contemporary way for design-savvy guests 
to explore Chania and enjoy it differently. The hotel's close 
proximity to the city makes it even more ideal, as Chania is 
amongst Mediterranean’s ‘must see’ cultural destinations.

 The old town offers a blend of Ottoman, Venetian and 
Greek architectures creating a stunning setting. The prom-
enade, the old light house, the Venetian castle and port, 
the Turkish mosque and the Greek captains’ houses are 
perfect for exploration.

Visit our website to book now: www.luxurycon-
cierge-greece.com.gr

DOMES NORUZ
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Located on the northeast coast of Crete, the seafront Elounda Beach Hotel features 5 tennis courts, basketball 
and volleyball courts and a spa centre with gym, hammam and steam bath. Hotel facilities also include a variety of 
restaurants serving international and Mediterranean cuisine, and 4 bars. Free WiFi access is provided throughout.

The modernly decorated and luxurious rooms, suites and bungalows of Elounda Beach offer views over the lush gar-
dens or the Mirabello Bay. Each comes equipped with air conditioning, safe and a flat-screen TV with DVD play-
er. The luxurious bathrooms include bathrobes, slippers, free toiletries and hairdryer. Breakfast buffet is included.

Book now via Luxury Concierge: www.luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr

ELOUNDA BEACH HOTEL

GRAND RESORT LAGONISSI

Escape in a haven of relaxation and grandeur by the azure 
of the sea, delve in the pleasures of luxury and experience 
the epitome of indulgence in the dreamiest island-like re-
sort of the Athenian Riviera.

Nestled on a stunning 300-km² peninsula in south Attica, 
the Grand Resort boasts an outdoor heated infinity pool, 
exquisite dining and holistic spa treatments. Its luxurious 
rooms enjoy unobstructed Saronic Gulf views.

The 5-star Grand Resort Lagonissi offers chic rooms and 
beachfront bungalows, each with marble-lined bathroom 
and elegantly appointed seating area. In-room massage 
and in-room dining are available.

The resort is situated in a convenient location along 
the Athenian Riviera only 22 km from Athens Inter-
national Airport Eleftherios Venizelos, 40 km from 
the port of Piraeus, 20 km from the port of Lavri-
on and 27 km from the temple of Poseidon in Sounio.

Guests wishing to escape in an oasis of relaxation and 
repose in the south suburbs of Athens while standing 
close to all major venues, tourist attractions, entertain-
ment options, beaches, shopping and cultural districts 
of Athens are welcome to step into a lavish world by the 
sea situated only 30 minutes away from the city centre.

Book now via Luxury Concierge: www.luxurycon-
cierge-greece.com.gr
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AMANZOE

 
Also known as one of the most luxurious hotels in Europe, 
Amanzoe is situated on a gentle rise surrounded by un-
dulating olive groves. Amanzoe’s 360-degree views take in 
the Peloponnese countryside and rocky coves. The resort 
is within easy reach of a wealth of archaeological sites and 
bustling Porto Heli. 

Designed by quintessential Amanresorts architect, the 
legendary Ed Tuttle, this exclusive haven of unsurpassed 
beauty has quickly become the Mediterranean playground 
of those in the know.

NIKKI BEACH PORTO HELI

 
Nikki Beach Resort & Spa Porto Heli spans 8,000 square me-
ters and includes 66 state-of-the-art hotel rooms & suites, 2 
restaurants, the brand’s world-renowned Beach Club, Nik-
ki Spa, Tone Fitness Center and unique top line amenities. 

Originally built in the 1970s, the building has been com-
pletely transformed into a glamorous boutique resort 
and is the area’s only seafront hotel offering unob-
structed panoramic views of the glistening Aegean Sea. 

With operations around the globe and an endless desire
to turn seemingly impossible requests into reality, 
Luxury Concierge has managed to establish quite a repu-
tation in the VIP Services world.

Our company offers premium concierge services, bespoke 
travel packages and luxury lifestyle experiences to discern-
ing individual and multinational companies from around 
the globe.

From hosting tailor-made galas to hiring the most  
famous gourmet chefs and from allocating invitations for 
private functions & VIP parties to making sure a Hollywood 
A-lister will attend your event. 

Thanks to our vast network of connections, Luxury Con-
cierge has the capacity to arrange luxury gambling excur-
sions in Greece, Monaco, London or even  
Las Vegas, Nevada. 

Accommodation and VIP Tranfering services will be  
provided in a complimentary basis for high profile  
players. While in certain cases we may even be able to 
arrange private jet pickups to top gambling destinations. 

Contact our office to learn more about our luxury 
entertainment services.  
www.luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr 

Luxury entertainmenT
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GRANDE ALBERGO DELLE ROSE

The Grande Albergo delle Rose was christened the 
“Dream of the East”, as it became the top attraction 
of the international jet set of the time.Casino Ro-
dos S.A. eventually undertook its usage in the begin-
ning of 1999, promising to give back the glamour, 
beauty and distinction that it epitomised in the past. 

This promise was upheld with the rebirth of the legend, 
the Grande Albergo delle Rose, which will certainly cre-
ate a new era for itself by continuing on the same bril-
liant path of the past and uphold the revolutionary stan-
dards that it has set for the service and tourism industry.

CLub hotel Casino loutrakI

This beachfront luxury hotel is 8 km from the Temple of 
Isthmia and Archeologiko Mousio Isthmias. 

Accommodations range from warmly decorated rooms 
with marble bathrooms, mood lighting and Mount 
Geraneia views to refined, bi-level apartments having 
private pools, mosaic bathrooms with whirlpool tubs, 
and balconies overlooking the Corinthian Gulf. Club-level 
rooms come with butler service and access to a private 
lounge serving free food.

HYATT THESSALONIKI

Hyatt Regency Thessaloniki is a 5 star hotel in the historic 
city of Thessaloniki, Greece. The 152 rooms and suites at 
our hotel (min. 42 sq m/452 sq ft) are the largest of any 
of the luxury hotels in northern Greece and include 34 
suites, most of them having garden access or balconies.

Well known as the perfect city resort,  Hyatt Regency 
Thessaloniki is close to Thessaloniki International Airport 
and Regency Casino Thessaloniki, one of Europe’s largest 
casinos.

REGENCY CASINO

The Regency Casino Mont Parnes is a casino and ho-
tel complex located in one of the most exclusive and 
idyllic parts along the Attica basin with a history of 
over four decades in the entertainment business. It 
was effectively the first casino to open in Greece.

Having recently been acquired by the Regency Entertain-
ment S.A. group it has undergone a series of improvements 
and developments with a total area of close to 18,000 square 
metres with some of the highest international standards 
of facilities available in Europe or this side of Las Vegas.
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IBIZA GRAN HOTEL 

An 8-minute walk from the Port of Ibiza, this posh hotel is 
4.8 km from Ibiza Old Town and 16 km from downtown. 

The hotel offers a free lavish breakfast buffet. Other dining 
options include a poolside bar and a stylish tapas and su-
shi restaurant. There's also an outdoor pool, a casino and 
a day spa, plus a gym.

Upgraded suites feature private hot tubs, Nespresso 
machines and whirlpool tubs in the separate living rooms, 
while some add private pools, butler service and open 
bars. Room service is available 24-7. 

Grand Hotel du Cap-Ferrat

This luxury oceanfront hotel is 2.8 km from Paloma Beach 
and 17.4 km from Aéroport Nice Côte d'Azur. 

Chic, air-conditioned rooms housed in the main building or 
a separate annex have understated, airy decor. All feature 
luxe bathrooms and terraces, plus flat-screens, WiFi and 
minibars; some add ocean views. 

Suites offer elegant lounges, while the 2-bedroom pent-
house adds a steam bath and hot tub.

CARLTON CANNES

Overlooking the Bay of Cannes, this luxury hotel is a 14-min-
ute walk from both the Promenade de la Croisette and 
Musée Picasso.

The sophisticated rooms and suites come with TVs with sat-
ellite channels, free Wi-Fi and desks, as well as minibars and 
room service. Suites add separate sitting areas, and some 
have dining tables.

Amenities include a swanky restaurant and a chic bar with 
a terrace. There's another restaurant on the hotel's private 
beach, plus a low-key bar in the lobby. 

HOTEL DE PARIS

This palatial hotel in a belle epoque-era building is a 
4-minute walk from the Opéra de Monte-Carlo and the 
Beaux Arts-style Monte Carlo Casino.

Refined, French country-style rooms feature satellite TV, 
Wi-Fi and minibars; many have city, sea or casino views. 
Suites add seating areas, while upgraded suites offer extra 
bedrooms, plush lounges and terraces. Room service is 
24/7.

Dining options include the acclaimed Alain Ducasse 
restaurant, a polished grill and a relaxed garden bistro, as 
well as an elegant bar with live jazz. 
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Pitrizza PORTO CERVO

This posh seafront hotel is 10 km from the Pevero Golf 
Club. 

Featuring natural stonework, the airy rooms offer free Wi-Fi, 
flat-screen TVs, DVD players, rainfall showerheads, and gar-
den or sea views. Upgraded rooms add furnished terraces. 
Suites add living areas. Some have Jacuzzis or heated pools. 
Premium villas include patios, outdoor pools and butler 
service. Room service is available 24/7.

Free breakfast buffet is served in a refined restaurant with 
outdoor seating. A relaxed bar is on-site. 

BYBLOS HOTEL ST. TROPEZ

The Byblos-Palace hotel is a luxury location in the heart of the village of Saint-Tropez, nestled between the Citadel 
and the “Place des Lices”. The hotel opens from April to October for the greater enjoyment of guests coming from all 
around the world. The region’s casual and cozy lifestyle is reflected in the 91 rooms and suites of the hotel.

The Tropezian palace offers a Spa by Sisley Cosmetics, the B. restaurant by the pool, a fitness room, an endermology 
LPG care center, 24-hour “Clefs d’Or” concierge services and the night-club” The Caves du Roy “. At the “Rivea at Byblos” 
by Alain Ducasse restaurant, dishes are sublimated by local and Italian products.  

Book Now via Luxury Concierge: www.luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr

Lying on the most strikingly romantic stretch of the 
Costa Smeralda, the hotel resembles a charming 
fishing village, with its picturesque Sardinian hous-
es and landing stage jutting out into a sea of trans-
lucent turquoise, emerald green and deepest azure.

Each of the 100 sea-view rooms and 21 suites pays tribute to 
Sardinia's unique artistry and natural beauty. The minimal 
chic decor is inspired by traditional Sardinian workmanship. 

CALA DI VOLPE
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“Luxury Concierge” has the ability to provide you with a unique collection of premier event 
planning services, including the organization of Banquets and VIP Events in some of the most 
exclusive locations around the Mediterranean.

We also organize special venues in Athens Riviera, Athens Center, Mykonos and other is-
lands. 

From Birthday Parties to Graduations, Wedding Proposals and Anniversaries to Corporate 
Events, Bachelor Parties or anything else you can imagine…  Just sit back and relax while we 
take care of everything for you, creating events to compliment the most memorable occa-
sions of your life.

Our company with Island Art & Taste, Panas Group & Aria Fine Art.

These are some of the event planning services that we can provide for you: 

- Venue Hiring/ Event Planning & Coordination
- Coordination with governmental & religious institutions
- Catering/ Private Chefs
- VIP Transfers/ Accommodations
- Celebrity Hiring/ Guest List Development
- Event Photography/ PR Services
- Invitation Design etc. 

EVENT PLANNING
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Zazoo Event Rentals S.A. was established in Athens, 
Greece, in 2006 from people with a worldwide experience 
since 1990, aiming to support Professionals in creating 
great events.

Carring a complete line of high quality Indoor and Outdoor 
furniture and accessories that range in style from classic to 
contemporary, as well as Tents, Stages, Chinaware, Silver-
ware and more. All the designs and creations are distinc-
tively made to service the event industry and professionals 
from all over the world.

Company's in-house creative dept is available 24X7 to 
support you in planning a fabulous event. The exten-
sive experience on a wide variety of events: Corporate 
or Private, including Presentations, Product Launches, 
Incentives, Congresses, Exhibitions, Seminars, Workshops, 
Beach Parties, Gala Dinners, Cocktail Parties, Weddings, 
Anniversaries, Birthdays, Happenings and more.

Zazoo Event Rentals also provide Creative Concepts, 
Themes, Layouts, Decoration and complete event services. 
With a team of experts,  will work with you to ensure that 
your event will be an amazing experience for you and your 
guest.

Zazoo Event Rentals 
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SALON DE BRICOLAGE

The Salon de Bricolage is a philosophy. A club dedicated  to its own independent universe. The club was found upon the 
idea of mingling, seemingly different in interests, people who share the common wish to entertain themselves in a valued 
manner.  

The name attributed indicates the attitude encouraged by the club to urge its members to be active, participate in events 
and adopt the DIY style. The membership of the SALON DE BROCOLAGE is drawn from arts, publishing, fashion, film and 
business and constitutes people with unique personalities seeking and appreciating the promote art, gastronomy winery 
alongside with wellbeing. Thus, besides entertaining themselves at the hip area of Kolonaki, members are also guests to 
various happenings by the Salon de Bricolage, exclusively for its guests. From gastronomy seminars and premium drinks 
tasting to exhibitions and live performances, the urbane club members are offered a rich calendar of events and private 
parties throughout the year.  

CITY BISTRO

In the famous arcade of Spirou Miliou, just off Voukourestiou street, City Bistro has been renewed, with a warm, simple 
and welcoming bistro atmosphere. The attractive space, the decor and lighting create the ideal environment to enjoy 
your coffee or drink any time of the day.

City Bistro is the perfect place for an excellent Sunday brunch, which includes delicacies such as scrambled eggs, pas-
tries, club sandwiches and a varied buffet. For high quality in relaxed surroundings, it is definitely a top choice in the 
new urban neighborhood of central Athens at City Link.
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Island is a landmark. For more than 20 years, it is the most popular destination of the Athens Riviera for those who stand 
for quality and style. Today, Island, the emblematic place of the Athens Riviera, which is literally scrambled up the rick, 
offers a refreshing escape, from the warm summer evenings in Athens.

Frozen cocktails by experienced mixologists, lounge music and dance parties, visitors from around the world, all come 
together to create the ideal atmosphere, every day of the week, till the end of summer. 

ISLAND

Zonar's story begins in August of the historical year 1940, when it first opened at the corner of Panepistimiou and Vouk-
ourestiou streets.

Today, 75 years later the story revives as the Spiros and Chrisanthos Panas brothers committed to the task of reopening 
the historical Zonars taking into account the fact that catering and entertainment are parts of civilization.

zonar's
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Dionysos

Dionysos is located in a prominent position on the out-
skirts of the Acropolis, having a panoramic view of the 
sacred rock of the Acropolis and the Odeon of Herodes 
Atticus (Herodion). It combines a prime location with styl-
ish renovated space and the high quality of Greek modern 
cuisine.

Counting over 50 years of operation, the restaurant Dio-
nysos, has attracted great personalities from all over the 
world.The restaurant is a brilliant work of post-war archi-
tecture. The design was made by the pioneering architect 
Prokopios Vasiliadis in the early 60s.

ITHAKI 

Consisting of a classical choice and adding value to high 
profile events, this well known restaurant, has the privilege 
of a breathtaking location at an exclusive area of the south 
coast.

Consisting of a classical choice and adding value to high 
profile events, this well known restaurant, has the privi-
lege of a breathtaking location at an exclusive area of the 
south coast. It offers an authentic gastronomic experience 
with an impressive guest list including famous jet setters 
among others – Athina Onasis, Bill Clinton, Sean Connery, 
Julio Iglesias and Leonardo Di Caprio etc. 

PAPADAKIS

Papadakis restaurant is offering its clients dishes based 
on the Greek Cuisine in a Modern environment.

The arrival of Greek TV chef Argiro Barbarigou has 
brought a breath of fresh air to this well-established 
seafood restaurant in Kolonaki. The elegant white table-
cloths, the cool green walls and the fresh flowers on the 
tables of the basement eatery create a pleasant dining 
oasis.

DOURAMBEIS

Dourambeis in Piraeus, is one of the best fish restaurants 
in the region of Mikrolimano, near the port of Piraeus. 
Since 1932, when Dourabeis opened its doors it serves 
excellent quality food of traditional greek cuisine in a 
traditional yet elegant environment.  If you are a fish lover 
this is the ideal place for you! 

 Fresh salads, marinated crawfish and fresh fish that it is 
selected every day remain the highlights of the restaurant. 
Of course you can enjoy seafood, greek appetizers and 
other daily greek specialities. 
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DELFINIA

At Delfinia, one of our favourite restaurants, you will have 
the opportunity to taste one of the best lobster spaghetti 
in all of Athens. 

Don't miss out the opportunity to try the sea urchin salad, 
fresh fish of the day, grilled octopus, marinated anchovies 
and of course the delicious steamed mussels.

BOBENA

The legendary Bobena Restaurant in the area of Kaisariani 
, is one of the most famous fish restaurant in all of Athens. 
The fish on this traditional taverna are actually so fresh, 
that some  days you may even be lucky enough to "wit-
ness" the fishermen bringing them in.  

The outstanding chefs at this must fish restaurant pre-
pare delicious dishes, enhancing the taste of the fish and 
seafood with imaginative combinations and the friendly 
service will make you feel completely at home. 

TIER ET TOUT

Tier et Tout is the new all-day café and dining venue in 
Athens, offering a selection of menus available through-
out the day: breakfast, brunch, lunch, dinner and of 
course drinks.

Tier et Tout serve recipes from scratch using the best 
ingredients available to offer you a delectable dining ex-
perience in a relaxing and comfortable atmosphere, seven 
days a week.

VAROULKO

As our great poet Odysseus Elytis once famously said, if 
you deconstruct Greece, you will see at the end that what 
is left is an olive tree, a vineyard and a fishing boat. In the 
same land, the famous chef Lefteris Lazarou uses these 
ingredients to create a unique seafood experience in his 
restaurant, “Varoulko”.

Lefteris Lazarou draws his inspiration from the sea. His 
constantly evolving cuisine is creative but redolent of tra-
dition, innovative yet unmistakably Greek. 
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Situated in Vouliagmeni Marina, Moorings Café–Bar–
Restaurant stands with its elegant and discreet style as the 
most popular meeting point of the Southern  
suburbs. Having being recently renovated, it is  
considered the ideal place to enjoy your daily coffee, meal, 
dinner or cocktail from early in the morning until 
late at night. 

Combining the panoramic views of the exceptional Vou-
liagmeni natural landscape with the glamorous environ-
ment of the marina, Moorings offers its guests a feeling of 
both calmness and relaxation.

Andreas Shinas, is the Chef that leads Moorings kitchen 
and creates original Mediterranean flavors of high quality 
and taste. Moorings also holds a cellar of fine wine labels 
from both Greece and abroad.

The restaurant’s professional team, is also experienced 
in organizing corporate and social events of high re-
quirements for its exceptional clientele.  As beautiful and 
evocative as its scenic location, Moorings is the ideal place 
for any celebration. Surrounded by floor-to-ceiling glass 
windows which provide an incredibly stunning view to the 
Vouliagmeni bay and the skyline, is the perfect spot to 
your very special and elegant event.

Visit our website to learn more:  
www.luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr

MOORINGS Café - BAR 
RESTAURANT
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Marathon is not just one of the most famous toponyms 
around the world, but also a city worth visiting and ad-
miring for its natural beauty and enchanting atmosphere. 
Built on the northeast coast of Attica, just 40 km away 
from Athens, Marathon has become a very attractive des-
tination for visitors, as it is only twenty minutes away from 
Athens International Airport and just ten minutes away 
from the port of Rafina, a port that connects the Greek 
capital with the cosmopolitan Aegean islands.

It is the fifth largest municipality of Attica in terms of land 
area (total area of 22.17 thousand hectares) and has one 
of the most impressive, both in beauty and size, coastlines 
of the country, with a  length of 38 km!
It is also one of the few areas of Attica, which combines 
the blue sea and the green of the mountains (as it is 
located at the foothills of Mount Penteli and bordered by 
the Gulf of Evia). That renders Marathon very attractive for 
visitors, not only in summer but in  winter also.

After the sucessful election of Ilias Psinakis as mayor in 
May 2014, the city of Marathon has been undergoing 
through some rapid changes in an effort to establish the 
city as a global destination for high net worth individuals 
and VIPs. 

Contact our dedicated concierge desk to learn more about 
investment opportunities in the municipality of Marathon. 
www.luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr

WE LOVE MARATHON

Welcome to Greece's most famous cosmopolitan island, 
a whitewashed paradise in the heart of the Cyclades. 
According to mythology, Mykonos was formed from the 
petrified bodies of giants killed by Hercules. And did you 
know that the island took its name from the grandson of 
Apollo, “Mykonos”?

Set out on a journey to discover a fascinating world where 
glamour meets simplicity. On Mykonos international  
celebrities, european royals and sophisticated socialites  
mingle together to celebrate the Greek summer. Whether 
you are an entertainment junkie out for a real good time, 
or a visitor who wishes to explore the island’s history and 
tradition, Mykonos will certainly meet your expectations.

Following the election of Mayor Konstantinos Koukas in 
2014, the island is currenty going through a process of 
rapid modernization quickly establishing its name as the 
most cosmopolitan destination in the Mediterranean. 

Originally born in Mykonos but with strong ties to Europe 
and the world, the new mayor of Mykonos is young, suc-
cesful and certainly has what it takes to bring the island to 
the next level. 

Contact our dedicated concierge desk to book your luxury 
trip at the cosmopolitan island of Mykonos.  
www.luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr

WE LOVE MYKONOS
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SCORPIOS

A rocky crease on the southern part of the island of 
Mykonos, just a few minutes drive away from the 
island’s main town, provides the ideal setting for 
Scorpios, a lifestyle commune where restaurant meets 
boutique hotel and nightclub becomes Zen retreat. 

Sitting on its own peninsula, hugged by the wild wonder 
of a protected natural reserve and overlooking Paraga 
and Kavos lagoons on either side, this is a spot that of-
fers visitors uninterrupted views across the Aegean sea, 
as far as the mind can travel. 

ASTRA BAR 

Once the clock strikes 12:00 get out your dancing shoes 
as this place rocks till dawn. An eclectic crowd, you 
might mingle with rock legends, supermodels, and peo-
ple from all walks of life. 

So when you are visiting Mykonos and the stars come 
out at night head to the brightest star of all, Astra Bar.

SEA SATIN

Sea Satin has remarkable location and is renowned one of 
the most charming restaurants around Mykonos, literally 
sitting on the ocean, this reputable restaurant has much 
to impress. Waves are actually crashing into the windows 
as you dine.

Countless white tabletops line a gravel landscape as stray 
cats and energetic waiters in all white carry oversize plat-
ters and jugs of homemade dripping oils. Open-air dining 
under the bright sky coastal lights and candle lights.

REMMEZO

Established in 1967, the legendary bar REMEZZO, world-
known for its music and parties, became the meeting 
point of international jet setters for the decades to follow.

Partying till dawn has always been the thing to do in 
Mykonos and Remezzo has always been one of the hot-
test places to be for experiencing unforgettable nights.
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BUDDHA BAR BEACH

Undoubtedly one of the hot spots on the island of 
Mykonos, guests of Buddha Bar Beach can look forward 
to a distinctive experience that combines the signature 
atmosphere of the renowned restaurant with the unpar-
alleled views of the Aegean Sea.

A choice of exceptional Mediterranean & Greek fusion 
cuisine, together with Buddha Bar specialties will be 
offered for lunch and daytime hours. When the sun sets 
with backdrop the majestic blues, Buddha Bar dishes 
take the lead with utterly delightful tastes and unsur-
passed quality to offer.

NOBU MATSUHISA

Synonymous with legendary signature dishes such as Ti-
radito, chef Nobu’s restaurants revolutionized the image 
of Japanese cuisine in the Western World, establishing a 
“New Style Japanese cuisine” colored with South Ameri-
can & Western influences.

With sweeping views over the white cubist houses of 
Chora that tumble down the hillside into the eternity of 
the Aegean Sea, guests can indulge in the hotel’s resident 
mixologists’ signature Martinis and cocktails, a vintage 
champagne selection and finger food at the restaurant’s 
Matsuhisa Bar. 

NAMMOS

Since its beginning, Nammos has become one of 
the most famous beach restaurants in Europe and a 
beloved destination for locals and visitors from around 
the world. 

Located on the beautiful Psarou beach in Mykonos, it 
combines culinary excellence and impeccable service 
with stunning views of crystal blue waters and an 
incredible ambience.

LING LING BY HAKKASAN

Drink. Dance. Think without limitations. Embrace the 
pulsating rhythm. Taste. Travel to another place. Ex-
plore. Be unpredictable. The night is long but the 
minutes tick by like seconds. Live in the moment.

A visit to Ling Ling is a treat for all the senses, treating 
the ears to live sets from chart-topping performers 
and DJ performances guaranteed to get the crowd on 
its feet and pleasing the eyes with luxurious black and 
gold décor.
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KUZINA

Kuzina Mykonos, the island’s favorite beach restaurant, 
welcomes you to the gorgeous beach of Ornos, where 
you can enjoy relaxing moments as well as delicious 
fusion and Mediterranean flavors. In the perfect Cycladic 
atmosphere, fun meets haute cuisine, with the signature 
of renowned Chef Aris Tsanaklidis!

Enjoy the sun, sea, mouth-watering dishes and refresh-
ing cocktails, to the sounds of the music by our resident 
DJ. While the sun goes down, the mood goes up.

PASAJI

Pasaji Mykonos, following the concept of its sister 
restaurant in the center of Athens, awaits for you from 
morning till dawn in an idillyc location on the beach and 
tempts you to savour unmatched dishes.

Relax on the sand while refreshing yourselves with 
unique exclusive cocktails and to enjoy the sea in the 
nested beach of Ornos. 

PRINCIPAUTE DE MYKONOS

Offering a unique seaside gastronomic experience, 
our Mykonos beach restaurant is located in Panormos 
Beach, Mykonos. In this nature-infused, bohemian chic 
ambiance, you will find supreme comfort while admiring 
the unrivalled views of Panormos bay. 

Imagine soaking up the sun on the stunning white 
powdery sandy beach, surrounded by a palette of crystal 
clear waters in a variety of shades, while sipping on 
mouthwatering, handcrafted signature cocktails pre-
pared by the best mixologists.

ALEMAGOU

The absolute all-day beach bar & Restaurant in Ftelia 
Mykonos. A bohemian setting you wouldn’t expect to 
find in Mykonos. Originally laid-back yet eclectic, totally 
relaxed yet elegant, both remote and cosmopolitan, rough 
yet refined.

Finally a place where difference is not just a matter of 
speech. After all this is what the word Alemàgou means in 
an ancient dialect of Mykonos: Finally!
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ROCA COOKERY

Roca Cookery is all about greek cuisine!  Using only the 
highest quality ingredients from local producers and 
fresh fish to provide the most amazing, delectable and 
flavorful Greek dishes - served in the most elegant way 
possible.

The menu's dishes are simple and delicious with a focus 
on local products, and the crowd pleasing space will 
beckon you to stay here for hours on end.

BONBONNIERE

Located in the Tria Prigadia area of Mykonos, Bon-
bonniere made a huge impact on Mykonos night life 
in the summer 2015. Sister club to the Bonbonniere 
Club in London, Bonbonniere Mykonos is a venue fre-
quently visited by celebrities and known for throw-
ing some of the biggest parties Mykonos has to offer.

The venue offers shisha and award winning cock-
tails from the early hours of the evening, then turns 
into a club where bottle service, DJs, shows and acts 
grace the rich and famous with a night to remember.

JACKIE O' BEACH

One of the most beautiful natural bays of Mykonos 
Island, Super Paradise beach stands alone with its crystal 
clear turquoise waters, beautiful rock formations and 
golden sand. 

Enjoy lunch and the classic JackieO’ hospitality under the 
umbrellas or on our hippy-chic pillows.

QUEEN BAR

Queen Bar Mykonos is a brand new bar in the heart 
of the Mykonos' nightlife at the centre of Chora. It is 
also the meeting place inMykonos for anyone wishing 
to relax or have fun over coffee or drinks with friends 
in a specially designed space with excellent service.

Come to Queen Bar to enjoy the best cocktails, meet 
people and have fun! Queen Bar is ideal for any time 
of day. You can sit outside and watch passersby 
while sipping your cocktail, or take a seat at the bar. 
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Mandarin Oriental 
Hyde Park 
One of London's most celebrated five-star hotels, Manda-
rin Oriental Hyde Park exudes an enticing mix of elegance 
and luxury. 

With world-famous restaurants and a stunning spa, it offer 
a fashionable and timeless base in the centre of the British 
capital.

THE DORCHESTER LONDON

Overlooking Hyde Park, this 1930s luxury landmark hotel is 
0.6 miles from New Bond Street's designer shops. 

Elegant, individually designed rooms are decorated in 
classic English style, all featuring marble bathrooms with 
soaking tubs, plus Bang & Olufsen TVs and free Wi-Fi. 
Suites offer complimentary champagne, and some add 
butler service, and city and/or park views.

London is one of the most cosmopolitan cities in the 
world. The true European capital of commerce and a 
known hub of luxury lifestyle, fashion and high living. 
Luxury Concierge begun establishing its presence in the 
British capital from the very first days of the company's 
origins. 

Since 2016, our company has also launched a brand new 
office in London, aiming to expand our services on the 
British capital while also being able to cater for the needs 
of even more clients via our brand new office at one of the 
world's most glamorous cities. 

Apart from our unparalleled luxury concierge services, our 
company is also in a position to assist Greeks &  
other foreigners in their efforts to purchase high end 
properties in prime London locations. 

Devoted clients of Luxury Concierge will also be able to 
benefit from unique discounts at some of London's most 
exclusive hotels & gourmet restaurants as well as making
reservations to some of the best nightclubs or even
requesting invites to many of the world's best private 
members clubs. 

To learn more about our dedicated London services, please 
visit our website:  
www.luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr

WE LOVE LONDON
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RISTORANT FRESCOBALDI

Ristorante Frescobaldi shares the same philosophy and 
principles that the Marchesi de’Frescobaldi have been 
following for 700 years.

The respect for tradition and openness to experimen-
tation is reflected in the menu based on the Tuscan-in-
spired foods evolved over centuries of good eating.  
Served alongside the fine wines that have made the 
Frescobaldi’s famous around the world, we have created 
a place where food and wine provide the perfect back-
drop to inspiring memories.

YOSMA LONDON 

New Turkish restaurant and bar YOSMA is bringing the 
three pillars of Istanbul’s eating out culture…meyhane, 
mangal and seafood…to Marylebone. 

The meyhane, a Turkish version of a tavern, comes in the 
shape of a raki lounge bar, which serves cocktails de-
signed by Matt Whiley, and an open kitchen takes care of 
the mangal and seafood elements. 

Executive Chef Hus Vedat, previously of the Caxton Grill 
and Barbecoa, has created a menu where lots of produce, 
including whole fresh fish, will be pit-roasted over fire. 

NOVIKOV RESTAURANT& BAR

Novikov Restaurant & Bar combines cool and contempo-
rary interiors with a superlative culinary offering. Locat-
ed in the heart of Mayfair, Novikov Restaurant & Bar has 
2 distinct restaurants and one stylish Lounge Bar.

A real feature of the Novikov Asian Restaurant is its open 
kitchen. Fronted by an amazing display of seafood and 
vegetables, it evokes the atmosphere of an Asian food 
market. The atmosphere here is at once welcoming and 
relaxing, but subtle enough not to distract from the food 
itself. The menu uses novel flavours and texture combi-
nations, inspired by Chinese and Pan Asian cuisine.

THE ARTS CLUB

The Arts Club was founded in 1863 by men of vision 
in order to provide a haven for those people who had 
professional or amateur relationships with the Arts, 
Literature or Sciences. 

In 1896, the Club relocated from its original home on 
Hanover Square to its present elegant 18th Century 
townhouse at 40 Dover Street, affording its members 
a comfortable and impressive base in Mayfair. It has 
survived two world wars, including a direct hit on the 
building during the Blitz of 1940.
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www.stepevi.com

LONDON •  NEW YORK • PARIS  • ISTANBUL • MILAN • GENEVA • MUNICH

Exclusive stores available in:

Bespoke rugs within 4 weeks

1919 Istanbul. A family enterprise was born into the carpet-making industry that had not changed for centuries. Built 
upon a foundation of creativity and desire to make rugs as a key element of interior design, the company became the 
market leader over three generations of successful enterprise.

Deep carpet culture embedded in the country, city and family roots is reborn with STEPEVI with a strong focus on refined 
collection of modern luxurious rugs and home accessories. From the success of the parent company STEP in Istanbul, 
STEPEVI is in a proud position to further re-define rugs across the world with a wealth of experience and expertise in the 
world's rug making capital. Combining traditional rug making techniques with new technology, STEPEVI is a pioneering 
interiors brand with innovative collections inspired by the latest fashion colors and textures.

STEPEVI

Luxury Boutique is a subsidiary company of Luxury 
Concierge. The store opened in 2015 and it is current-
ly located inside  Arion Resort & Spa, Astir Palace offer-
ing exclusive clothing & accessories. Luxury Boutique 
is also in collaboration with Island Athens Riviera, giv-
ing birth to the store that is now known as the "Island 
Shop". The "Island Shop" is the very first luxury store lo-
cated inside a nightclub in Greece, drawing its inspira-
tion from Villa Romana in St. Tropez and other famous 
places. Missoni, Vilebrequin, and Juicy Couture are only 
some of the brands you will find available at our stores 
along with the worldwide famous Vertu mobile phones.

Luxury Boutique

The "Island Shop" is the latest luxury arrival developed 
at the legendary "Island Athens Riviera" complex and in 
collaboration with our very own sister company "Luxu-
ry Boutique". 

The store, which is located at the entrance of "Island 
Club Restaurant" offers a variety of exclusive creations 
from internationally aclaimmed designers that match 
with the "Athens Riviera" mindset.  

Island Shop
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With studies in fashion, jewellery design and gemology in Athens and Paris, Elena Syraka is known for the uniqueness of 
the forms of her creations. Due to their, often dramatic character, Elena has regularly been called upon to create pieces 
for the cinema and theatre. It is her passion though, for ancient myths and civilizations that has defined her aesthetics. 
Due to her unique ability to skillfully merge styles and cultures, Elena is creating Jewellery that offers a fresh and contem-
porary interpretation of ancient symbols. Her pieces, all made in 18k Gold have become modern must haves. 

You can view her collection at www.elenasyraka.com . You can buy her collections at www.kultia.com

ELENA SYRAKA

In its short history, Samer Halimeh has unearthed some of 
the rarest diamonds on the face of the earth. The contin-
uous pursuit to push the limits of excellence and irradiate 
jewels to their supreme potential attracts and excites the 
world’s most discerning buyers. 

The feat of discovering and crafting the renowned Ocean 
Blue diamond has marked Samer Halimeh at the zenith of 
the luxury jewelry industry.

Samer’s legacy has begun but it is far from over. There is 
more to be said, more to be written, more to be done and 
more to experience; at the very essence of it all remains 
an insatiable desire for growth and longevity.

Today, Samer has made a name for himself as one of the 
world’s leading diamond traders. His creations have been 
auctioned at Sotheby’s and Christie’s; other masterpiec-
es have appeared on the red carpet and some are in the 
hands of royalty.

He is well-travelled with a strong cultural and historical 
awareness - an advantage that helps him deal with diverse 
demands: His clientele ranges worldwide, from Arabia to 
Western Europe to Russia and the Far East.

He has mastered the complex, intimate, multifaceted pro-
cess of diamond trading precisely because he started an 
outsider and worked his way into the ‘inner circle’.

SAMER HALIMEH
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Attica is the leading fashion destination in Greece, a one-
stop-shop for designer brands in Athens and Thessalon-
iki.

With the flagship store housed in City Link, a historical 
building near Syntagma Square in the center of Athens, 
and two more stores in Maroussi (northern suburbs of 
Athens) and in Thessaloniki (within Mediterranean Cos-
mos Shopping Center), attica offers complete sections of 
women’s, men’s and children’s fashion wear, footwear, 
beauty and accessories along with a wide range of excel-
lent, personalized services.

Built according to international standards, with unique 
window displays and an immaculate interior architecture, 
attica is equivalent to the high-end aesthetics found in 
established department stores such as Harvey Nichols, 
Harrods, Gallery Lafayette, etc.

Utilize our Luxury Concierge Fashion Experts to  
embark on a glamorous personal shopping experience in 
Athens, Thessaloniki or even Mykonos, in  
collaboration with some of the best Greek style advisers 
& fashion designers.

ATTICA STORES
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“Evi Grintela The Shirtdress” is brand, based on the idea of 
the timeless icon, borrowing from the gentleman’s, high 
quality well-cut shirts. Designed to be intellectually simple 
and subtly sophisticated, the collections are sewn in feath-
er soft English & Italian cotton and the best quality of
Swiss voile while featuring a floating and effortlessly cool 
spirit. The combination of fabrics and design reflects com-
fort with quality, harmony and sensuality.

Selected Worldwide Stockists:

Jackie O’, Mykonos
Citra, Patmos
Elodie K, Los Angeles
Lili Rose, St Tropez
Anamar by Marina Anouilh, Brussels
SO.TO, St Tropez
Stylezza, online
World of Dominique Rose, online
Bettina, Athens
Cabananera, Santorini
Votsalo, Ios
Armyra Boutique, Cyprus
Sea & Sun, Spetses
Clothes in Heaven, Thesaloniki

Evi Grintela The Shirtdress

In our constant effort to provide an enhanced value of services to our clients, our company has finally announced the 
creation of a brand new membership program which is estimated to become available in 2017. 

The brand new Luxury Concierge Members Club will become accessible upon- arrival to some of our most devoted  
clients while all other applications will be subject to review by our prestigious executive commitee.  This is going to 
be a 3- level membership programs with Silver, Gold and Platinum Members respectivelly gaining access to different 
kinds of benefits, privileges & discounts. 

Thanks to our long-standing partnerships & alliances in the luxury industry, our membership program will also be 
giving you access to exclusive discounts & other privileges at some of the most exclusive hotels, venues & VIP Services 
in Greece & worldwide. 

LUXURY CONCIERGE MEMBERSHIP
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VIP TRANSFERS

With our unique approach of securing premier experiences, at ‘ Luxury Concierge’ we are able to  offer a Limousine & 
Prestige Super car service specially tailored for your needs. We offer a wide selection of the latest models and inter-
nationally  renowed luxury car brands such as Mercedes S class, Mercedes ML, Porsche Cayenne, Porsche Carrera, 
BMW 646, BMW X6. We have Chauffeur driven limousine service with special trained multi lingual drivers available at a 
moment’s notice, so whether you just need one transfer to or from the airport or your require more, we can arrange it 
for you.

Book Now via Luxury Concierge: www.luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr

ViPR TRAINING

ViPR is the essential functional tool used by PTs and within 
dynamic small and large group training environments.

Offering unlimited ways to challenge and motivate clients, 
athletes and members, ViPR's programming potential is 
only limited by the imagination.

Agility, strength and power flow from Loaded Movement 
Training.

Move the way your body was designed to move … with ViPR 

Konstantinos Fligos 
ViPR GR
Exclusive Distributor and Authorized ViPR Master Trainer
https://www.vipr.gr

fb: Konstantinos Fligos Viprgreece
instagram: @kfligos
email: kfligos@gmail.com
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L ocated in Athens city center, founded in 1983 
Lithos by Michele is invading the Luxury Goods 
Industry with unique collections integrating An-

cient and Cultural jewelry making techniques with con-
temporary style and function. Elegant and dynamic 
pieces created to become instant cherished treasures.

Their use of  beaded granulation, enameling, ham-
mered and crochet gold combined with colorful pre-
cious, semiprecious stone and diamond bring special 
prestige to their creations.

Lithos by Michele
Mitropoleos 20, Syntagma 
Athens 10563, Greece, 
T +302103255144, F +302103255134, 
E: lithosbmi@ath.forthnet.gr
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Benefit from immaculative medical support during 
your stay in Greece by relying on our dedicated luxury 
healthcare services, provided on a 24/7 basis by some 
of the most exceptional medical professionals  
available. 

Our company is able to cover individuals that are look-
ing for healthcare support during their stay in Greece 
while also cosmetic patients that are visiting the coun-
try to undertake specific procedures. 

LUXURY healthcare services
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The company "Greek Flying Doctors" has been saving 
lives in Greece since 1992.  Having at its disposal the 
means, private owned planes, helicopters, ambulanc-
es, completed communications network, specialized 
medical and technical equipment, Greek Flying Doctors 
achieve fast and safe air transportation of their covered 
members, on a 24/7/365 basis.

For over 24 years the company has demonstrated the 
usefulness of existence for the services, giving its vision  
deeper and fuller contribution to the sensitive area of 
health.

GREEK FLYING DOCTORS
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Expertise 
integrated solutions

Medi Family Athens undertakes full health coverage of all 
kinds of events, dealing with success in all the incidents. 

Doctors specialized in emergency situations, experi-
enced in indoor and outdoor conditions where the med-
ical practice is difficult to be performed, although we are 
bearing such results that make us proud of them. The 
most tangible evidence of company's experience, is the 
number of clients and events she have in her curriculum.

Medi Family Athens

The pace of modern life, as well as increased demands and 
expectations, has established a highly competitive busi-
ness venture environment. Searching for the best, most 
cost-effective offer to any need a corporation may have has 
become a very complex puzzle.

Expertise integrated solutions can provide solutions to prob-
lems big and small. The company aims to provide integrated 
high-quality services. demands of the most demandingand 
grandiose event.
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Christos Vardikos is an Athens based Attorney at Law and the Consul of 
the Commonwealth of Dominica in Greece, acting also as Special Advisor 
on Maritime Affairs to the Honorable Prime Minister of the Common-
wealth of Dominica, representing also the Dominica Ship and Yacht Regis-
try in Greece. (www.dominicaconsulategreece.com ).

He is a Member of the Athens Bar Association (Accredited to the Supreme 
Court) and has published extensively articles on various aspects of Greek 
Law. He has presented papers in more than twenty international con-
ferences for topics related on Immigration with emphasis on Residency/
Citizenship by Investment and Maritime Law. He manages the boutique 
law firm Vardikos & Vardikos (http://vardikos.com/) with associated offices 
in Cyprus, Malta and Dominica. Vardikos & Vardikos acts as Government 
Authorized/Marketing Agent for the Citizenship by Investment programs 
of Dominica, Grenada, Antigua & Barbuda.

Residency & Citizenship by 
Investment
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Our brand new sister company, Luxury Greek Products 
has been created with the mission to generate internation-
al market awareness for some of the best delicasies that 
are being produced in our beautiful country. 

Our flagship products, the exceptional Fresh Black Greek 
Truffle (tuber unciinatum & messentericm) and the 
white truffle (tuber magnatum) are being produced all 
year round along with fresh wild seasonable mushrooms 
such as porchini, morels and many others.

At our brand new e-shop (soon to be launched) you will 
also find a selection of award- winning honey varieties, 
extra virgin organic olive oil, white alba truffle oil and a 
variety of handpicked delicacies that will most likely satisfy 
even the most discerning customer. 

Apart from serving individuals, all of these products 
remain at your disposal for large quantity orders in 
wholesale pricing for selected hotel & gourmet restaurant 
brands.

Our company is able to offer next day European delivery 
while most of your orders will also be reaching any Ameri-
can or Asian destination within 2 working days.

Please visit our website or email info@greekluxuryproducts.
gr for more information and to submit your order.  
www.greekluxuryproducts.gr

GREEK LUXURY PRODUCTS
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Pavlopoulos Benetatos Pappas is an Athens based 
commercial law firm offering individualised advisory and 
contentious legal services with a focus on solving prob-
lems, providing solutions and getting results.

Company's client base is made up of prominent Greek 
and international companies from the public and private 
sector, as well as high-net worth individuals. 

PBP firm provides a complete range of legal services on 
all aspects of setting up and running a business from 
start to finish. We understand that our clients’ businesses 
are distinctive and that their requirements and goals are 
individual to them.

Real Estate Practice offers a broad spectrum of advice 
and representation to all participants in this sector, 
including
financing institutions, construction companies, property 
developers and private individuals, and counts many of
the leading Greek and international hotel and leisure 
companies among our clients.

Shipping Practice advises owners, operators, P&I Clubs,
banks, financial institutions, private investors and under-
writers, in contentious and non-contentious work arising 
in the areas of shipping and yachting.

PBP LAW FIRM
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Located at the famous beach of Panormos in the island of 
Mykonos, the Luxury Residences is a recently renovated 
villa complex and the latest property investment of our 
very own Luxury Group. 

This exceptional holiday accommodation is considered be-
ing the perfect example of the spectacular effects resulting 
from the fusion of natural assets, traditional architecture 
and modern inspiration. 

The whitewashed walls alternate with areas of plain stone 
and the bold geometric forms give their way to soft curves 
and high arches that create an almost abstract, stage-set 
quality typical of the Myconian architecture.

Just in front of our villas, Panormos is a beautiful, long san-
dy cove with poofs and sunbeds.  It's relaxed atmosphere 
makes it popular with the "in crowd" including celebrities 
and the international jet set.

This ex-hippy nudist haunt is reminiscent of old Mykonos 
and is the place to be for the incredible August full moon 
party.

To make a booking at our "Luxury Residence"  
accommodation, please visit our website: 
www.luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr

LUXURY RESIDENCES



THE LEADING LUXURY PROVIDER IN 
GREECE

LUXURY CONCIERGE

HEAD OFFICE

14 Akadimias street 10671, Athens Greece
T: +30 2109670170 (24h/7d)

ATHENS OFFICE

Located inside Zonars, 9 Voukourestiou Str , City Link 106 71
Athens - Greece

T: +30 210 3647644

ASTIR PALACE RESORT OFFICE

Located inside Arion Resort & Spa | Astir Palace Resort
40 Apollonos Str. Vouliagmeni 16671, Athens-Greece

T: +30 210 9670170

LONDON OFFICE

33 Beauchamp Place, SW3 1NU, Knightsbridge London UK
T: +442074600711

E: info@luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr
www.luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr

Facebook Page: www.facebook.com/luxuryconciergegreece


